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PREFACE

The 1972 Summer Program in Health Sciences of the North Carolina Health
Manpower Development Program was modeled on the pilot 1971 Summer Program. The
Program operated from May 31, 1972, through August 10, 1972 on the campus of

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, with an enrollment of 77 minor-
ity college students from North Carolina, surrounding southern states and Texas.

During the ten weeks of the program, the faculty and staff were charged with
offering instruction to improve knowledge in the health sciences; familiarizing
students with the realities of health care through clinical experiences; and

assisting students in identifying health career goals.

The project was funded through grants from the National Urban Coalition, the
Southern Education Foundation, the United Negro College Fund, and the Z. Smith
Reynolds Foundation. In addition, the Deans of all schools in the University of

North Carolina Division of Health Sciences provided support from their funds. Other
forms of assistance were provided by the Manpower Program's consortium of North
Carolina educational institutions and community agencies, including Duke University,
North Carolina Central University, Pembroke State University, The University of

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the Lincoln Hospital Comprehensive Health Program,
the Orange-Chatham Comprehensive Health Services Program and Operation Breakthrough.

The achievements of the 1972 Summer Program were made possible through
generous personal commitments from staff and faculty, the energetic assistance
of members of the Consortium Board, the constant support of the Director of the
Health Manpower Program, and exceptional contributions of time, concern, and
service from dozens of health care professionals in the medical complex of the

University of North Carolina and in the community.

The Final Report on the 1972 Summer Program is based on recommendations from
all participants and interested observers, gathered both formally and informally
in a system of continuous evaluation. During the course of the Program and in the
weeks immediately following its conclusion, Dr. Hector Farias, Jr., Director, and

Mrs. Evelyn McCarthy, Program Coordinator, maintained a constant review of all
activities and drafted recommendations for improving the direction of the 1973
Summer Program. Mrs. McCarthy compiled a final report describing the project and

its impact, incorporating suggestions from staff, faculty, students and members of

the Summer Program Committee of the Health Manpower Consortium Board.

The challenge is before us— a critical shortage of health care manpower among
minority groups at a time when there is an increasing demand for health services
in all segments of our communities. Alternative methods must be developed to deal
with these problems. Urgent efforts need to be undertaken to make available adequate
information about opportunities in the health professions. The Summer Program in
Health Sciences is the result of these concerns and is proving its effectiveness
as one means of rectifying the fact that minority persons have received inadequate
health services.

Chapel Hill, North Carolina
October 1972





INTRODUCTION

Philosophy and Objectives

The Summer Compensatory Health Education Program, known as the "Summer

Program in Health Sciences" of the North Carolina Health Manpower Program,

is a response to the urgent need

1. To increase the numbers of minority group health professionals

in the national health care system;

2. To provide an equal opportunity for the disadvantaged to enter

health professional training programs.

The Summer Program grew out of an increased awareness of the problems
involved in training large numbers of minority and disadvantaged students
for health careers, when in many cases the educational and cultural backgrounds

of these students are not consistent with the prevailing standards of academic
preparation and professional competency required by health science schools. The

program was conceived as one means of resolving this inconsistency.

The Summer Program is designed for minority group and disadvantaged students
who may be highly qualified for a health career but who may have some preliminary
disadvantages because of previous educational limitations or economic hardships.
The program has purposefully accommodated students with a wide range of

educational preparation and considerable differences in health career orientations,
ranging from students with firm vocational commitments to the health sciences to

students with exploratory aspirations toward health careers.

The overall program objective is to assist these students by providing an
opportunity to acquire supplementary academic preparation and related experiences
which will significantly increase their chances of success in competing for
admission to professional programs and in facing the rigorous demands of these
schools. To attain this objective, the Summer Program offers ten weeks of:

1. Intensive academic instruction in sciences related to health
careers and in general studies designed to strengthen language,
study, and communication skills essential to professional studies.

2. Thorough exposure through clinical experiences to realistic
understandings of health careers and professional studies, as

the foundation for solid motivation toward a health career.

3. Pre-prof essional counseling and interaction with minority students
already pursuing education programs in health fields, to provide
knowledge of opportunities for minority students to enter health
schools and to develop realizations of the urgent need for more
minority health professionals, particularly in those communities
with exceptionally critical health care needs.





Origins

The first Summer Program in Health Sciences developed in 1971 as one

component of the newly organized North Carolina Health Manpower Consortium,
which grew out of a University of North Carolina Divisional Task Group involving
seven Health Affairs Schools and offices. The Consortium later expanded to

include seven other educational and community service institutions in the Chapel
Hill-Durham-Raleigh Triangle area. In January 1971 the Task Group submitted a

proposal for planning and operational grants to the National Urban Coalition,
and in March the Task Group received a planning grant to continue development
of organizational aspects. Task Group members were then formally organized
into the North Carolina Health Manpower Consortium, and in June 1971 the

Consortium received a limited operational grant from the National Urban
Coalition which funded the Summer Program, along with a Health Careers Recruit-
ment and Counseling Project (to be located at North Carolina Central University
in Durham) and a central Manpower Program office to be located at the University
of North Carolina.

In the absence of a permanent director for the Health Manpower Program
during the first stages of development of the central office, most arrangements
for the 1971 Summer Program were handled by representatives of the UNC Health
Schools who worked very closely with the Summer Program Director in planning
curriculum, arranging facilities, obtaining faculty, obtaining critically
needed stipend funds, and arranging all other preparations for the summer. There
was an extremely short time between receipt of the original planning grant in
March and the opening of the Summer Program in June, on the same day that the
operational grant was received from the National Urban Coalition. Preparations
were very hurried, and, therefore, many of the problems involved in establishing
a summer program — such as securing student stipends— could not be fully and
adequately resolved.

In spite of these difficulties, the 1971 Summer Program was highly successful,
both in achieving its broad objectives for enrolled students and as a model for

a subsequent program. The participants responded enthusiastically to the

academic program and participated actively in the process of evaluation, modifi-
cation, and change during the course of the summer. At the end of the summer,

more than half of the students entered professional health schools and the

remaining seventeen returned to undergraduate schools to finish their training
before embarking on health careers.

The 1972 Summer Program benefited from the experiences of the first summer.

Dr. Hector Farias, appointed Summer Program Director in July 1971, worked
during the 1971-72 academic year in coordination with the Consortium Board and
the full-time, permanent Manpower Program Director, appointed in January 1972, to

consolidate the academic program, develop more extensive clintcal experiences,
conduct broader recruitment and admissions procedures, maintain contact with
1971 participants, and pursue all other recommendations for improvement and
change which developed out of the 1971 model. The following report on the 1972
Summer Program in Health Sciences explores in detail the preparations, execution,
achievements, and recommendations for further change and improvement of each
major program area.





Funding and Program Budget

With recommendations to expand Summer Program enrollment from 37 students
in 1971 to 110 students in 1972, the Health Manpower Program originally submitted
to the National Urban Coalition a proposed 1972 budget which included $39,600
for Summer Program personnel, $11,350 for operational and administrative costs,
and $148,500 for direct student costs (the latter not being requested from the

Urban Coalition Health Manpower Development Program) . Further developments made
it clear that it would not be possible to fund 110 students, and a revised
Summer Program budget of $66,239 was established for Urban Coalition funds

covering staff, faculty, administrative costs, health and laboratory fees for

students, and $15,000 toward the cost of room and board for approximately 80

students.

The remainder of funds to cover student living expenses and stipends had to

be sought from other sources. This aspect of the Summer Program funding is

described in Section V on Student Stipends.

II. SETTING AND FACILITIES

As in 1971, the Consortium Board elected to locate the Summer Program at

the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, since the University could
provide the broadest available range of facilities for exposure to various
health care fields. The University of North Carolina Division of Health Sciences,
combined with North Carolina Memorial Hospital, gives access to six different
schools of health— including the only schools of Public Health, Dentistry, and

Pharmacy in the State, a high concentration of professional and paraprofessional
personnel, a correspondingly wide variety of training programs, a hospital
emphasizing its role as a teaching institution, and extensive services
illustrating health care practice and delivery. At the same time, students
could easily be exposed to other health care situations, particularly through
frequent visits to near-by community clinics in Durham and Chapel Hill.

The University of North Carolina agreed, therefore, to provide all necessary
operational facilities for the Summer Program.

Several schools of health joined together in making instructional and
administrative facilites available. The School of Medicine offered full
use of the completely modern lecture, laboratory, and audio-visual equipment
in its new Basic Sciences Building. Since only two classes were scheduled
simultaneously, the Program actually used only two lecture rooms, one labora-
tory, and an attractive lounge for small meetings with guest speakers. Any
audio-visual equipment desired by the faculty was set up and operated by Basic
Sciences Building staff. The Basic Sciences staff also provided two technicians
to assist in the microbiology laboratory. With the exception of Biostatistics,
which had class space in the School of Public Health, and Dental Orientation,
which used laboratory and clinic facilities in the School of Dentistry, classes
and most health career seminars were held in the Basic Sciences Building.

The Summer Program also contracted for use of the University of North
Carolina Reading Laboratory as part of the General Studies program.





Arrangements for office space were somewhat less satisfactory, since the

Program encountered the same difficulty as in the previous summer in locating
available rooms within a reasonable distance of the health school and hospital
area. This may be an irresolvable problem at the University, where administrative
and faculty offices are at a premium for regular personnel in every division, not

to mention employees of a temporary project.

During the winter and spring, the Director used facilities of the Office of

Medical Studies and the Health Manpower Program (which has only one room for

its Director and other staff). For the summer, space in the Basic Sciences

Building would have provided ideal proximity to classrooms, but the building
contains office space only for its own small administrative and technical staff.

The Director continued to operate out of his regular office in the Office of

Medical Studies on the first floor of the main Medical School building, MacNider
Hall. The School of Nursing provided temporary space in Carrington Hall for

support staff during the first part of the summer, with a desk in a fourth
floor secretarial room; two small rooms equipped with desks, chairs, and shelves

and shared by the program coordinator, the General Studies instructor, and the

Biology instructor; and limited access to a conference room for faculty meetings.

The School of Dentistry subsequently opened up a single large room located a

relatively short distance from the Director's office, with adequate working and

storage space for the three-member support staff, the General Studies instructor,

supplies, and routine conferences with students. During the second part of the

summer, faculty meetings were held in a vacant classroom in the School of

Medicine building.

The Dental School location improved staff coordination with the Director,
Adjoining offices would clearly be more efficient, however, and at no point
did the Program have appropriate space for faculty use or for privacy in

student conferences. Students and faculty relied on brief meetings after classes
in the Basic Sciences Building. In a future program, high priority should be
given to seeking better space for the office staff and faculty located reasonably
close to classrooms. Space for faculty and staff conferences with students is

especially critical to effective academic and personal counseling, but spacial
proximity would also significantly improve overall program communications and

cohesiveness.

The entire complex of North Carolina Memorial Hospital, with all its services
and clinics, should be recognized as another major facility available to the
Summer Program. Dozens of clinic heads, attending physicians, residents and
interns, and other health professionals voluntarily gave Summer Program students
access to their areas and provided invaluable learning situations. Section VII
describes the impact of the clinical component on all students in the program.

The UNC Extension Division arranged for student housing in Cobb Dormitory
at a special rate of $12.50 a week or approximately $130 for the summer. The
dormitory offered adequate space for all 77 students, although all married
students elected to make their own arrangements off-campus. The Program was
also able to use the dormitory lounge and basement meeting rooms for evening
seminars or student sessions.





As in the previous summer, the main difficulty in the assignment of Cobb
Dormitory was its distance from the health school area. The time and effort
involved in getting from one location to the other on hot summer days discouraged
some students from returning to clinics or special seminars. There are several
dormitories located closer to the health schools, but apparently the Summer
Program could not arrange for their use unless Summer Program students were
recognized as regular UNC summer session students instead of as extension project
students.

The lack of official student status created a few other limitations in

the use of UNC facilities. Students had access to open sections of the Medical
Science Library but could not obtain library cards. Like anyone else, students
could purchase supplies and textbooks in the student stores but did not have
check cashing privileges because they did not have a regular student I.D. In

general they were excluded from any University facility or activity which
required an I.D.

The Program should attempt to resolve these limitations by exploring the
possibility of obtaining official student status or some other means of obtaining
I.D. cards for Summer Program students. At the same time, some University
facilities such as the gym would become available if the Program or student
budget included funds for a special fee.

Summary of Recommendations

1. Give priority to obtaining more faculty and staff office space in

adjacent locations which would also be close to classrooms.

2. Attempt to get approval for Summer Program students to live in one
of the dormitories located closer to the health school complex.

3. Try to establish official student status with regular I.D. cards or

some other means for Summer Program students to have the advantage
of more University facilities and activities.

In other respects, the facilities of the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, with the evident cooperation of the schools of health and hospital
staff, will continue to provide a suitable and highly productive environment
for another Summer Program.

III. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE AND PERSONNEL

In the brief time available in the spring of 1971, the first Summer Program
emerged primarily through the cooperative efforts of individual Consortium Board

members. A permanent, full-time Director of the North Carolina Health Manpower
Program at the University of North Carolina was appointed early in 1972 and was
able to work throughout the spring toward an increased measure of official

recognition in the University administration, together with a more secure admini-

strative framework for implementing Summer Program activities.





The Consortium Board continued to provide extensive support of the Summer
Program. The Board maintained a thoroughly active role in considering questions
of overall policy and broad planning for the Summer Program. A Summer Compen-
satory Education Committee represented the Board in working with the Director
of the Health Manpower Program and the Director of the Summer Program. Members
of the Board and its Summer Program Committee were involved in areas such as

relations with various health science schools and University administrative
offices, student recruitment, admissions, fund raising, curriculum planning,
faculty selection, and development of appropriate instructional methods.
(Appendix I lists the Consortium Board and members of the Summer Compensatory
Education Committee)

.

Administration

As in 1971, the Board delegated responsibility for specific details of
planning, implementation, and administration to the Director of the Summer
Program, under the supervision of the Director of the Health Manpower Program.

Mrs. Eva Clayton, appointed full-time, permanent Director of the North
Carolina Helath Manpower Program in January 1972, brought to her position years
of experience and familiarity with the health care and educational needs of

minority people in North Carolina, as well as considerable administrative
expertise as former Director of the Economic Development Corporation.

She assumed direct responsibility primarily in the following areas relating
to the Summer Program:

1. Development and submission of proposals for program funding,
both for operational expenses and student stipends. (Section
V describes the extraordinarily time-consuming process of

obtaining stipend funds)

.

2. General planning and supervision.

3. Fiscal planning and supervision.

4. Liaison with the Consortium Board and University administrative
offices

.

5. General publicity and initiation of relations with other colleges
and universities in North Carolina, to disseminate information
about the program and identify potential participants.

6. Coordination of Summer Program recruitment activities with the

services of another project of the Manpower Program, the Health
Careers Recruitment and Counseling Project located at North
Carolina Central University.

7. Facilities during the winter and spring for operational services

such as secretarial assistance.

8. Development of evaluation systems and planning for career

orientation activities.





The Director of the Summer Program also participated actively in seeking
student stipend funds, reporting to the Consortium Board, and establishing
relations with other colleges.

Dr. Hector Farias, Jr., the Director of the Summer Program, assumed his

position in July 1971. He served on a part-time basis during the 1971-72

academic year, in addition to his regular faculty duties in the Department
of Family Medicine with the School of Medicine at the University of North Carolina,

and on a full-time basis during the ten-week program itself.

Dr. Farias brought to his posiiton extensive background in working with
minority students and in educational innovation, as well as resources in new
instructional methods through his position in the office of Medical Studies.
Of particular value to the Summer Program, his work in the Office of Medical
Studies utilized his understandings of the great potential of self-instructional
materials and methods for minority and disadvantaged students.

The Director's responsibilities fell primarily in the following areas:

1. Continued support and communication with 1971 participants,
providing evaluations, recommendations to health school
admissions committees, and keeping in touch with student
progress; serving as an advisor to minority students in the
health careers at UNC.

2. Relations with Health Sciences department chairmen and faculty
at Consortium member institutions, providing information about

the Summer Program, obtaining planning recommendations from
these sources, and seeking supportive involvement in providing
clinical experiences for Summer Program students.

3. Identification of sources of student stipend funds.

4. Student recruitment, including college relations, travel to

meetings with college officials and students, correspordence,
and other means of communicating information about the Program.

5. Supervision of the application and admission process, with the

assistance of members of the Summer Program Committee.

6. Recruitment of faculty and staff.

7. Curriculum planning.

8. Planning and physical arrangements for scheduling, housing,
clinical experiences, field trips, and career orientation programs.

9. Supervision and coordination of faculty, staff, counselors, and

student body during the ten-week summer session, establishing
communication mechanisms, conducting faculty and student meetings,
and providing personal and professional guidance.

10. Continuous review and evaluation of the program, maintaining
systems for faculty, student, and staff assessments,

11. Formal and informal reports to the Consortium Board and sources

of program funding.





With the constructive experiences of developing the 1971 Summer Program
during the previous spring and summer as a foundation, the concerted efforts
of the Director, the Health Manpower Director, the Consortium Board and the
Summer Program Committee resulted in measurably improved preparations for the

1972 Summer Program. Improvement was particularly evident in more coherent
definition of program goals, more effective and widespread distribution of

descriptive literature, expanded recruitment, distinctly increased minority
group representation in admissions, successful identification of new foundation
support for student stipends, and a much greater degree of official communication
and involvement with Health Sciences department chairmen and faculty.

At the same time, however, the Director could have concentrated his entire
attention on these and other areas of preparation and still have welcomed
additional time and assistance. The size of the Summer Program doubled, and
all people concerned with its development had other full-time responsibilities.
From the first explosion of intense activity upon the simultaneous arrival of

summer staff, faculty, and student body, through the duration of the ten-week
summer session, all participants recognized certain limitations in the amount
of preparation which had been possible. Some elements of apparent confusion and
last-minute decisions are inherent in the nature of any program which must spring
into full-fledged existence overnight. On the other hand, even greater efficiency
and effectiveness would have been achieved during the summer, if the Director
had had a small support staff during the academic year to assist him in antici-
pating and planning specific details, particularly in the technical organization
of program areas such as the clinical experiences, career orientation seminars,
guest speakers, visits from admissions representatives, and student stipend
arrangements.

Faculty and Staff

The Director of the Summer Program recruited and hired a faculty of

fourteen, an office staff of three, and four counselors. The Consortium
Board participated in identifying and interviewing prospective personnel and

retained final approval of the Director's recommendations. The increase in

faculty and staff, from eleven in the 1971 Summer Program to twenty-two in

1972, corresponded to an enrollment double that of the 1971 program.

The faculty and staff provided both sensitivity to minority group students

and substantial experience with the academic demands and expectations of pro-

fessional schools. Ten were themselves members of minority groups, including
all four counselors. Three of the faculty had taught in the 1971 Summer Program,
and two of the counselors had been student participants in the first summer.
Seven faculty members were drawn from the regular health sciences faculties of

Duke University, North Carolina Central University, and the University of North
Carolina. A Ph.D. candidate and instructor from North Carolina State Universtiy

taught mathematics. A third-year medical student and a fourth-year dental student,

both with graduate work in the sciences and substantial previous teaching experience,

developed and taught Biology, Chemistry, and Biochemistry. Three upper-level dental

students designed the Dental Orientation course under the guidance of a UNC

Dental School faculty member. (Appendix I lists the Summer Program faculty and

staff, with their background experience and summer position).
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The faculty was specifically expected to fulfill the following responsi-
bilities:

1. Teach their courses in accordance with the goals of academic
reinforcement, attention to individual needs, exposure to and
preparation for the demands of similar courses in professional
programs, and introduction to specific health science fields
where applicable (as in microbiology, pathology, biostatistics
and public health, and dental orientation)

.

2. Be available for individual conferences with students outside
of class.

3. Prepare mid-term and final evaluations of each student.

4. Attend weekly faculty meetings and assist in continuing
evaluations of students, courses, and the overall program.

In addition to the above responsibilities, the General Studies course
involved a special instructional role. The course (described in more detail
in Section VI on curriculum) consisted entirely of self-instructional packages,
and the instructor worked primarily on an individual tutorial basis with the

students.

In May, the faculty and staff met with the Director, representatives of

the Summer Compensatory Education Committee, and the Health Manpower Director
for a day-long orientation and planning session, with emphasis on program
philosophy, faculty and staff responsibilities, and curriculum review. (The

agenda for the meeting is included in Appendix I) . The organizational meeting
was notably successful in achieving common understanding and agreement in terms
of philosophic goals and in establishing effective working relationships.

In July, half of the faculty participated in a two-day workshop with 20

students in which they were introduced to the concept of transposing all Summer
Program courses into a self-instructional format and actually began the process
of developing specific self- instructional packages. (Section VI on curriculum
contains further discussion of self-instructional materials in the context of

a program such as this)

.

Several faculty members also contributed significantly to other Program
activities, such as arranging for guest speakers and assisting in planning health
orientation seminars. The Biology instructor functioned in a double capacity,
since he also organized and coordinated a major portion of the clinical
experience component.

In evaluations submitted at the end of the summer by each student for each
course, the faculty received almost universally high ratings for their clear
control of course material, effective methods of teaching, concern and under-
standing in dealing with the individual student, and responsiveness to questions
and student participation in the class.

There were, however, two general areas of difficulty encountered by the

students and faculty. Each instructor faced a group of students with widely
varying educational backgrounds and levels of preparation, which created a problem
in designing a cohesive course for so many different levels of entry. This problem
is discussed in more detail in the section dealing with curriculum. In addition,
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students had only limited access to the faculty outside of classes, for two

reasons: all but three instructors had other teaching or job responsibilities;
and the Program could not obtain space for faculty offices where regular
conference hours could be scheduled. If faculty office space were available in

a future Summer Program, instructors could probably schedule regular hours which
did not conflict with other demands on their time.

One other criticism of the faculty concerned the Pathology course, in which
three experienced members of the Department of Pathology at UNC taught in

sequence during the ten weeks. In a comparatively large class of 45, students
reported that neither they nor the professors had an opportunity to get to know
each other during the few weeks in which each professor conducted the class.

The changeover in instructors definitely affected the learning atmosphere. The
same problem did not occur in the Biostatistics course in which two professors
from the UNC School of Public Health divided the ten-week session, working with
a smaller class of 15 students. With this summer's experience for guidance,
however, the Director would simply recommend planning wherever feasible to recruit
a single faculty member for each course. Instructional stability and continuity
is essential, to give the faculty a solid foundation for their student evaluations
and to provide an atmosphere conducive to increasing student confidence.

Support Staff

During the 1971-72 academic year, the Director of the Summer Program was
assisted by the secretarial staff of the Health Manpower Program and the Office
of Medical Studies in completing evaluations of 1971 participants, submitting
evaluations and recommendations to professional schools admissions committees,
maintaining communications with participants, distributing program literature
and applications, and processing applications for admission. He was fortunate

in having the support of the directors of both offices in making these facilities
available, within the limits of the secretaries' other job requirements.

With the beginning of the Summer Program itself, the Director supervised an

administrative office staff consisting of a Program Coordinator, a full-time

secretary, and a part-time work-study student. The central office staff assisted

the Director in day to day program operations, including:

1. A communications system with the faculty and students.

2. Evaluations, statistics, and reports.

3. Arrangements for health orientation seminars, field trips,
official visitors, social events, and some of the clinical
experiences.

4. Scheduling, educational guidance, and application counseling,
including arrangements for tests and processing applications.

5. Assessments of financial need and establishment of a stipend
distribution system.

6. Technical operations inside the University's administrative
structure, including contract administration, personnel, payroll,

purchasing, and accounting.
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7. Assistance to the faculty in preparing instructional materials
and obtaining audio-visual aids.

In a less easily definable but equally central function, the office staff was
constantly available to respond to the multitude of daily questions and problems
arising in a program involving nearly 100 people.

In particular, Mrs. Evelyn McCarthy, who served as Program Coordinator,
played an immensely important part in the success of the 1972 program, devoting
many hours and untold effort to making the details of the program run smoothly
for students, faculty, staff, and the Director, while also serving as constant
liaison with the central office of the Health Manpower Program.

A support staff of three, consisting of a Program Coordinator, a skilled
secretary, and a part-time clerical assistant (available at minimal cost to the

Program through the College Work-Study Program) , should be approximately adequate
to meet the needs of a summer program maintained at the same size and scope as in

1972. There were some limitations, however, to what the support staff was able to

accomplish. For example, the Program Coordinator did not have time to negotiate
financial aid adjustments with institutions to which students were returning in the

fall without any summer earnings, as a result of attending the Program. In addition,
the staff could not assist the faculty as extensively as might have been desirable,
because of other demands on their time. Faculty members at times relied on secre-
tarial and clerical assistance in their regular departments or handled details
themselves. The problem would have been at least partially resolved if Program
funding had included staff aid for the Director during the academic year, particu-
larly in the four months immediately preceding the beginning of the summer session.
The anticipatory planning and organization of specific technical arrangements
thus possible would have permitted different allocations of staff time and energies
during the summer itself.

Counselors

As recommended at the end of the 1971 Summer Program, the counselors functioned
in a distinctly more active role in the 1972 Program. Their number increased from
two to four, although the student body doubled at the same time. Two had been
students in the first Program. All four were minority group students (three Black
and one Appalachian White) and enrolled in health profession training programs,
one in nursing and three in medicine. Their responsibilities included:

1. Living in the student dormitory.

2. Assisting in communications between students, faculty, and
staff, attending weekly faculty meetings, and holding student
meetings in the dormitory.

3. Conducting campus orientation when the students arrived and

continuing to acquaint students with available campus activities
and community services

.

4. Interacting with student participants as models of minority
students already pursuing educational programs in health fields,
being available for individual and group discussions, and

providing educational and personal counseling.





I I

In addition, one of the medical student counselors, himself a co-director
of the Student Health Action Committee (SHAC) program of community clinics in

Chapel Hill and Durham, organized and supervised various clinical activities in

North Carolina Memorial Hospital and in the community. The nursing student worked
with a faculty member of the School of Nursing, arranging clinical experiences
for students interested in nursing. Another medical student who had acquired
unusual expertise and information about applying to medical school was an
invaluable resource for many students.

Even with the definite improvement over the first summer, the counselor
role was the focus of more recommendations for change and improvement than perhaps

any other program area, with comments from all participants— including the counselors
themselves. Everyone agreed that the counselor position can and should be absolutely
central to the total program as a vital factor in achieving such goals as personal
motivation, development of academic skills and perspective, and overall cohesiveness

.

In fact, however, if only because of limits in program funding, all four counselors
worked only part-time for the Summer Program while involved in other jobs or their

own academic programs.

The students, counselors, staff, and faculty recommended that:

1. Counselors should have full-time, active involvement with the

students in all possible program activities rather than a more
passive availability in the evenings and weekends.

2. There should be more counselors and more women counselors. The
ratio this summer was approximately one counselor for 20 students.
A better ratio would be one counselor for 12 students. There
was one woman counselor for 40 women students.

3. Counselors should represent each minority group represented in

the student body.

4. The counselors should represent a greater variety of professional
fields, including not just nursing and medicine, but also
dentistry, pharmacy, public health, and allied sciences such
as pathology, occupational therapy, or physical therapy.

5. The counselors should all be mature, advanced level professional
students. Some students mentioned a problem in considering the

counselors as equals and friends instead of as counselors. A
visible measure of maturity and professional education would
facilitate counselor effectiveness in advising, acting as models,
and influencing academic and personal discipline with younger
students

.

6. The counselors should have experience in personal counseling.
They should be selected carefully for their skills in personal
relationships.

7. The counselors should conduct very frequent meetings with the
students to respond to questions and problems, improve communi-
cations about forthcoming events, plan small group activities,
and generally increase student body interaction and integration.
Counselors might have a specific group of students assigned to

them.
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8. Counselors should have specific areas of responsibility and
special competence. This might include enough science training
to tutor in some of the Summer Program courses; ability to

provide educational and admissions counseling; coordination of

clinical experiences, field trips, and other activities.

9. Counselors could be involved in a tutorial system similar to

that used at Harvard University.

The counselor these recommendations describe would certainly need to be an

exceptionally qualified student and person and probably could not be located unless
the counselor salary were increased commensurately . These extended functions do,

however, suggest the possibility of combining the counselor position with other
program positions in the faculty or office staff. For example, the third year medi-
cal student who taught Biology this summer and organized much of the clinical
component was also viewed as a counselor by many students and could easily perform
all the functions described. By combining teaching and counselor salaries, he
could have devoted full-time to the Summer Program instead of needing to work in
two other part-time jobs.

Another solution to budget limitations might be to explore recruiting counselors
under a full-time federal Work-Study Program arrangement, in which the Program
would pay only twenty percent of student earnings. In order for such an arrangement
to succeed, several questions would need to be resolved: could an adequate salary
be established under Work-Study, representative of the responsibility and effort
involved in the job? Could students be found who simultaneously qualified as

counselors-tutors-program assistants and were eligible for Work-Study funding? Would
they be willing to accept Work-Study policies which expect sixty percent of summer
earnings to be retained towards educational expenses in the coming year? Could the
Program continue to provide "in-kind" remuneration of room and board as an additional
incentive?

In any event, the obvious conclusion of this summer's participants is that

counselors should have a significantly expanded, active, full-time and substantive
role in the Summer Program.

Summary of Recommendations :

1. Proposals for another Summer Program should include provisions

for a small permanent support staff to assist the Director during

the academic year.

2. With such additional staff, and with the advantages of additional

experience, more attention should be given during the winter and

spring to maintaining continuity and student follow-up, while
anticipating and planning specific structural details, particularly

in the organization of schedules, clinical experiences, career

seminars, visits of admissions representatives, and student stipends,

3. Students need increased access to faculty in regularly scheduled

office hours and convenient locations. (This recommendation is

also included in the recommendations concerning facilities).
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4. The Program should attempt to maintain better instructional
continuity and stability by recruiting whenever possible a

single instructor for each course, who has the ability to

deal with a wide range of students.

5. The counselor role should be substantially expanded. The
Program could consider combining the counselor position with
faculty or staff positions. (See page 14 for specific suggestions).

IV. RECRUITMENT, ADMISSION, AND STUDENT BODY DESCRIPTION

Recruitment

Recruitment of students for the 1972 Summer Program did not begin on

a full scale before January as had been recommended in the 1971 Final Report,
nor was the documentary film Right On ! (made at UNC during the 1971 Program)
ready until May for distribution. In other respects, however, recruitment
efforts showed significant improvement in smooth coordination and fulfillment
of recommendations.

Recruitment was primarily directed toward expanded geographical and

racial or ethnic representation. An attractive descriptive brochure with
a detachable leaf for requesting further information was designed. The Health
Manpower Program sent introductory letters and brochures to administrative
deans, chairmen of science departments, and pre-medical faculty advisors at

all colleges in North Carolina and near-by states with significant minority
student enrollments. The Manpower Program's health career recruitment and
counseling center, located at North Carolina Central University, was instru-
mental in directing this mailing to appropriate institutions and responsive
officials. During the fall and winter, the Director, the Manpower Program
Director, and members of the Consortium Board visited a number of North Carolina
colleges with substantial or total minority student populations. A minority
recruiter for the School of Public Health represented the Program during travel
outside of North Carolina. In fact, either institutionally or through individuals,
recruitment for the Summer Program reflected the combined initiatives of all
Consortium members and many other interested faculty members and students.

Students received applications through college officials, directly from
Summer Program representatives, or by returning the detachable portion of the
Program brochure. A copy of the application form, slightly revised from the

1971 form, is in Appendix II. The 1972 form did not require a transcript.
Approximately 450 applications were distributed during March and April, and
by early May nearly one hundred completed applications had been received.

Admission

The Summer Program Committee of the Consortium Board delegated primary
responsibility for admission to the Director, Dr. Farias, Mr. James Lea
(consultant to the Health Manpower Program in the development of self-
instructional materials), and Dr. Clifton Crandell, Chairman of the Summer
Program Committee.
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Primary but not exclusive consideration in admissions was given to

applicants living in or attending college in North Carolina. Between the

end of April and May 15, the admissions committee approved all North Carolina
applicants and then offered admission to 25 additional students from other
southern states. The Program had originally hoped to increase its enrollment
to 110 students but was unable to do so because of a lack of stipend support
(as discussed in Section V) . In working toward an acceptable student body of
75 to 80 students, the committee admitted a total of 99 students in anticipation
of some percentage of refusals. Twenty students declined admission, either because
they faced the necessity of working during the summer or because they planned
to register for regular, accredited courses at their home institutions.

Student Body Description

After two drop-outs early in the summer, the final 1972 student body of

77 students was more than double the 1971 enrollment of 37 students. Six parti-
cipated on a part-time basis while maintaining jobs. Seventy-five percent were
from North Carolina.

As hoped, recruitment for the 1972 Summer Program resulted in considerably
more diverse minority group representation, including students of black, white,
Greek, American Indian, Mexican-American, and Oriental origins. Participants
represented over thirty different colleges, the majority of which have either
substantial or predominantly minority group enrollments.

Both the 1971 and 1972 Summer Programs have accommodated students with a

wide range of educational preparation and considerable differences in health
career orientation. While most participants were in the process of focusing on
specific health careers, some students had a more exploratory interest. The
Program served roughly three groups of students:

1. Students who had completed one or more academic years in

a general college program with the intention of entering
a baccalaureate degree program in health fields such as

nursing, pharmacy and allied health sciences.

2. Students who had completed at least one and generally two

or three years in a college-level program with tentative or
definite aspirations toward post-graduate health programs
such as medicine, dentistry, and public health.

3. Students who had completed their undergraduate pre-professional
training and were ready to enter professional health schools.

The students enrolled represented a wide range of health career interests,
though nearly half (45%) originally expressed a primary interest in medicine. Even
this high percentage of tentatively pre-medical students reflected a somewhat more
equitable distribution than in 1971, when 57% of the students were planning to

enter medicine. In addition, by August, twelve percent of the students had shifted
their interests, particularly into areas of public health and allied health sciences.
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At the end of the Summer Program, thirty students—or two-fifths of the student
body—were entering health profession programs, including the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill, the University of Pittsburgh, the Universtiy of Michigan,
Meharry Medical College, and Howard University. Five of these had located openings
while attending the Summer Program. Eight others had completed their pre-prof essional
education and were initiating applications for admission to health schools in

September 1973, and 22 were returning to the junior or senior year of college with
very specific health career aspirations. The remaining 17 students were, for the
most part, younger with less defined plans.

Appendix III contains various supplementary profiles on admission and student
body statistics.

Comments and Recommendations

The admissions process and student body composition was a frequent topic of
discussion during the summer, out of which evolved a number of valid and valuable
suggestions.

Students and staff agreed that the brochure, while quite successful, did not

contain enough specific detail. A particularly troublesome area of confusion arose
from inaccurate expectations about student stipends. The brochure stated that,
"Funds are being sought... to provide stipends for students .. .it is hoped that these

awards will be $1,000 per student, from which transportation, room, board, and other
living expenses are to be paid." The brochure can be misinterpreted in this section
and should be revised.

The most successful vehicle for information, however, would be personal
meetings with program representatives or former students who would volunteer
their services to recruit and inform new students. All sources of information
about the Program, both written and verbal should specify what the Program expects
of participants and what students can expect to gain from the Program.

There was general agreement also that the admissions process should establish
better criteria for identifying those students who would make the best use of the
summer. Letters of recommendation from college instructors could be indicative.
More emphasis was placed on creating a challenging application which in itself
would demonstrate a student's determination and serious purpose. Most valuable
of all, according to many participants, would be the use of personal interviews
whenever possible with Program representatives, former students, or reliable
community contacts.

A revised application form should include a transcript, a required personal
statement in a short essay, a summary of educational plans for the next academic
year, a photograph, and a financial statement which could serve either to identify
in advance students who would receive only partial stipend support or to eliminate
students who did not have total financial need. Transcripts would not serve as a

basis for admission or rejection but simply as one indication of what a student
had attempted to achieve. Transcripts are also an essential tool in statistics,
curriculum planning, and counseling.
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Either the application form or a supplementary sheet distributed upon
admission should ask the student to tentatively pre-register and specify the
clinical activities in which he or she would like to participate. The Program
could then prepare a structured master schedule for the entire summer and for
each student. The Program would benefit from greater structure and organization
in planning schedules, with more ultimate flexibility and efficiency in arranging
individual adjustments once the students arrived. Students would gain a solid
comprehension of the serious commitment they were making.

The complete application and admission process should take place much earlier
in the winter and spring, with a goal of finalizing most admissions notifications
and letters of acceptance from students between March 15 and April 15. In the
past spring, some students were forced to make other commitments for study or
employment before they heard from the Summer Program in May.

At the same time, students should be advised in the beginning stages of the
application process to inform their home institutions or other schools of their
hopes of attending a program which precludes summer earnings toward future
educational expenses. Student financial aid offices can sometimes approve exceptions
to the customary expectation of between $500 and $800 in summer earnings if they
receive adequate information and advance notice. The Summer Program's letter of

admission should also include very precise information about the amount of stipend
support each student will receive.

In general, students and staff felt that the student body should retain approxi-
mately the same size, with continuing broad ethnic or racial distribution and the

admission of some out-of-state students for both racial and geographical diversity.
Many students commented on the valuable learning experience of their relationships
with other minorities during the summer, as well as the significant impact of living
for ten weeks in the midst of people with the same interests, questions and problems.

In this context, the Program should continue efforts to recruit more North
Carolina Indians and Appalachian whites. The 1972 student body had 9 white students
and 5 Indian students, compared to 1 white and 1 Indian in 1971, but the enrollment
remained two-thirds black. Recruitment of Appalachian whites and Indians will
probably be most successful through sustained personal contact and reinforcement
from people they know personally, rather than through less personal official institu-
tional channels.

The ultimate and continuing question in admissions is this: Who can and should

the Summer Program serve ? While there was general acceptance of the Program's
relevance and firm mission to serve all the participants represented in the 1972

enrollment, questions remain. Should one program include both college freshmen and

college graduates, some of them with additional practical experience? Can one
program effectively incorporate both basic health career motivation, to recruit
more minority students into health fields, and intensive pre-professional academic
preparation? Should the program consider students already training in one health
field, such as pharmacy or nursing, who are seeking a transition into another field
such as medicine or public health? Is the Program oriented toward students who are
already performing well academically in their home institutions, or to students who
are below average? Should the Program apply financial criteria to admissions? Just

how financially disadvantaged can participants be? (A certain number of admitted
students with the greatest financial need could not afford to attend because they

absolutely had to work during the summer). Can the Program obtain funding to design
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a two-stage program, with emphasis on career orientation and background courses

in a first summer, and academic and clinical intensification in a second summer?

Both the 1971 and 1972 Summer Programs have integrated students with signi-

ficantly different educational and professional perspectives. The Program should

continue its commitment to these students but remain aware of the questions

involved, particularly if and when it becomes possible to develop alternative

programs to serve North Carolina students.

Summary of Recommendations

1. Provide more specific, clear information about the Program to

students.

2. Establish stronger admissions criteria to identify serious

applicants, including interviews.

3. Revise the application form and pre-register students for

courses and clinical activities.

4. Schedule the complete application and admissions process much

earlier in the spring and winter.

5. Clarify and improve student financial arrangements, both with

the Program and with their home institutions (See Section V).

6. Retain and increase broad racial representation, together with

same geographical diversity.

7. Continue evaluation of what students the Program can most

effectively serve.

V. STUDENT STIPENDS

In both 1971 and 1972, the difficulty of obtaining student stipend funds has

been a severe problem for the Summer Program. The National Urban Coalition grant

has been intended for operational expenses, except for a limited portion which could

be applied in 1972 to food and housing costs. Unfortunately, like the Urban

Coalition, many other sources of funding will only consider requests for operational

expenses. Yet the Summer Program, and other similar programs seeking to provide

educational experiences for minority group students, cannot exist without funds for

direct student support.

S tipend Sources

In 1971, in the absence of any other source of student support, five schools

of the University of North Carolina Division of Health Sciences agreed to cover

student living expenses on the basis of $450 per student, with a total contribution

from the five schools of $16,560 for 37 students. Faced with the same problem in

1972, the Manpower Program again requested assistance from the five schools of

health, whose Deans responded with commitments to contribute a total of $22,400.
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At the same time, assistance from the schools of health could not possibly
meet the needs of a projected enrollment of 110 students. The Manpower Director
and the Summer Program Director, with the assistance of the Consortium Board,

initiated intensive efforts during the winter and spring to identify other
sources and submit requests for funding. Two of the health schools themselves
had to seek outside funds in order to fulfill their commitment. The search
for stipend support consumed major time and effort, draining attention from

other preparations for the summer. Uncertainty about student financial aid also

interfered directly with effective recruitment.

By early May, the Program received approval of grants from the Z. Smith
Reynolds Foundation and the Southern Education Foundation. In the process,
however, the desired student body of 110 students was reduced to an anticipated
enrollment of approximately 80 students, the proposed stipend was cut from $1,000
to $800, and the Program still did not have adequate funds to support all

students at the $800 level when students began arriving on May 30.

Only in the third week of June was the problem solved. The United Negro
College Fund responded to the obvious stipend crisis, enabling the Summer Program
to meet the immediate needs of its students with the combination of funds from
different sources. Appendix IV includes a summary of donors.

In the meantime, out of financial necessity, the Program announced that all
students might not receive full assistance. The Director asked each student to

complete a financial aid application (an example of which is in Appendix IV) with
a selection of personal information which was reviewed to identify those students
with comparatively less critical financial need. More than one-fourth of the
students were informed that they would have to survive on stipends reduced from
$100 to $350 below what they had expected. The resulting dismay was fully justified,
since students had only very limited access to other resources. They had sacrificed
potential summer earnings by attending the Program. Fortunately, the United Negro
College Fund grant made it possible to readjust the reduced stipends.

Legitimate criticism was summarized by one student who pointed out that her
feelings might have been different if she had at least known in advance what to

expect. The staff could not have agreed more thoroughly. The entire Summer Program
needs to know well in advance what stipend funds will be available, as this bears
an absolutely fundamental relation to recruitment, admissions, and other prepara-
tions for the summer.

Stipend Distribution System

The distribution of stipends reflected the handicaps resulting from lack of

adequate staff during the planning stage for the summer. All efforts had concentrated

on the process of simply obtaining stipend funds, and no distribution system had been

specifically devised to meet Program and student needs. As indicated in the preceding
segment , there had been no original intention of evaluating financial need and

establishing different levels of funding. Before a stipend system could be organized,
the Director and Program Coordinator had to devote considerable time and effort after
the arrival of the students to obtaining financial information and assessing need.
In the meantime, many students had arrived without any resources of their own, and
no stipend grants either from inside or outside the University had officially been
received. Surrounded by dozens of personal student crises, the Manpower Director
and Summer Program Director had to negotiate an extraordinary exception to customary
University policy in advancing and releasing a $7,000 check from a trust fund account

which had not been set up until that time.
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These details, and the time and energy required to resolve them simply

illustrate in yet another context the vital need for adequate permanent staff

attached to the Manpower Office to assist with effective preparations for the

Summer Program.

The distribution of stipends continued to demand considerable attention
during the summer. The office staff had the time-consuming reaponsibility of

maintaining exact records for each individual stulent, in which they balanced
all identifiable charges coming directly to the Program (such as dormitory
costs adjusted according to the day of arrival and varying meal plans) against
individual stipend levels. In addition, the University computer system caused
delays in payments once requested. The next summer program should definitely
attempt to establish an automatic stipend payment schedule with the University
trust fund office and a simplified method of computing cash payments as distinct
from expenses charged directly to the Program.

Budget

The 1971 stipend budget of $450 per student barely covered room and board.
Before the 1972 summer session, the Director outlined the following tentative
budget for student expenses:

$125 Room (special dormitory rate of $12.50 per week arranged
with UNC Extension Division and charged to the Program)

210 Board ($3 per day)
20 Infirmary and Insurance fee (charged to the Program by UNC)

60 Books and Supplies
385 Travel and Personal Expenses

$800

Students living off-campus received $125 towards their housing costs. More
than a third of the students took advantage of arrangements with the University
food service for Summer Program students to receive the same meal plan rates as

University students, although the meal plan did not include weekends or four weeks
of the session in which the University cafeteria was not open. Other students
found it quite difficult to stretch $3 a day for meals far enough in Chapel Hill.

In 1971, the School of Medicine loaned many of the textbooks used. As an
important service to its students, the 1972 Program provided the basic textbooks
for each course and subtracted their cost from the cash balance received by each
student.

The stipend fund also covered some "emergency" student expenses, including
a very modest amount of cash for each student and meal charges incurred at the
beginning of the summer when students arrived without any resources before stipend
checks were available; additional infirmary and medical expenses; and dormitory
charges exceeding the estimated $125 during three or four days when students
arrived early or left after August 10 because of travel arrangements.

Next summer the Program should make every effort to have an initial stipend
check prepared in advance for each student.
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The travel and personal expense budget of $385 was purposefully slightly
generous. The Program recognized acutely that students who could least afford to

do so were sacrificing their summer earnings and that their home institutions rou-

tinely require students to save at least $500 to $800 during the summer toward
their educational expenses. In the absence of any family resources, many Summer
Program participants would normally have sought jobs paying more than $1,200 for

the summer. Several students who declined admission specifically explained that

they had to work instead. The Program could not attempt to compensate entirely for

the loss of earnings but hoped that students might be able to save $150 to $200
from their stipends.

In terms of practical realities, however, a number of the students brought

with them financial complications which made it impossible to save a portion of

their stipends. One woman had been working and supporting her elderly mother.
Another was the mother of four children. Several of the married men supported
wives taking care of very young children. (As a comparative guideline the UNC
Student Aid Office budget for a married student attending the UNC eleven-week
Summer Session, with a wife and one dependent, is approximately $1,800.) One
recent college graduate had to repay an emergency short-term loan, incurred in

order to complete his final semester. Another young man had signed a bank loan
for his younger brother's college tuition. Most participants with external finan-
cial responsibilities had independently arranged part-time employment, but they
still needed the maximum assistance available from the Program, with no provision
for savings.

In one sense, the Summer Program is not responsible for financial obligations
participants have incurred before arriving. On the other hand, students do sacrifice
job resources in choosing to attend the Program—and it is, in fact, the fundamen-
tal purpose of the Health Manpower Program and of the Summer Program to assist
precisely this kind of student in overcoming obstacles to entering health careers.
The practical financial problems illustrated above are, and will inevitably be,
part of the reality which must be taken into account in any effort to identify and
recruit new minority manpower into health training programs. The problems are totally
familiar to any college financial aid officer. They are simply a more acute and more
pervasive part of the financial reality faced by a majority of minority students.

Work-Study

During the winter and spring, the Director and the Manpower Director explored
arrangements to establish part-time or full-time jobs (under the Federal Work-
Study Program) for approximately 25 students in various laboratories and departments
of the UNC health schools. A number of departments responded favorably, but the
Program did not complete placement of students in work-study positions, with one
exception, for two reasons. The primary complication concerned the amount of time
and paper-work which would have been required in each individual negotiation for
a student from another institution to obtain a Work-Study position at the University
of North Carolina. For example, students must normally register officially in the
UNC Summer Session to qualify for part-time Work-Studey (20 hours a week). Students
might qualify for work-study through arrangements between their home colleges
and UNC, but such arrangements would probably require them to work full-time (40
hours a week)

.
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As a secondary but equally important consideration, it became increasingly
evident that even part-time employment would interfere substantially with
participation in the academic and clinical components of the Program. This was
confirmed at the end of the summer by comments from those students who had
independently arranged for part-time jobs.

Nonetheless, the Program should probably not completely discard the possibi-
lity of part-time work-study positions as a valuable additional resource and

clinical experience for its students, if two conditions can be met:

1. Support staff would have to be available during the winter
and spring to handle time-consuming technical details in

matching appropriate positions, with eligible students and
coordinating Work-Study arrangements between UNC and other
institutions.

2. Students identified for work-study positions should demonstrate
ability to successfully balance jobs with required academic
work and participation in other Program acitivites. Job
schedules would have to be arranged which did not conflict
with courses or important activities.

Summary Comments and Recommendations

1. The Summer Program vitally needs a stable source of stipend
funds, without which it cannot operate. Stability of funding
would eliminate the disproportionate time and effort spent
in applying to numerous foundations last winter and spring,
distracting from other preparations for the summer.

2. The Program needs assurance both of stipend funds and of the
exact amount no later than December or January , in order to

plan effective recruitment, admissions, and related preparations.

3. All Program literature and brochures should contain very clear
,

specific information about stipends and student budgets, to

avoid misunderstandings or false expectations.

A. Literature, brochures, and the Program application form should

urge students to notify their colleges or professional schools

at the earliest possible moment of their application to the Summer

Program, as an essential addition to all their regular financial

aid applications for the next academic year. Some institutions
can, if given adequate advance information (normally no later than

February or March ) , adjust their financial aid awards to compensate
for an anticipated loss of summer earnings. It would be ideal if

students could receive notification of admission to the Summer
Program in February. This is probably highly unrealistic, however,
and the best alternative is for students to explain carefully the

nature of the Summer Program and their potential loss of summer
earnings when completing their institutional financial aid
applications. The Program could reinforce the potential for a

favorable response by establishing relations with financial aid
officers at those North Carolina colleges from which Summer Program
participants are most likely to be drawn.
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5. Before designing literature and planning recruitment, the

Program should consider the following questions with the

Health Manpower Program and the Consortium Board: Should
financial need be a criterion in admissions? If so, what
minimum level of financial need should applicants have?
Depending on varying levels of financial need, on availability
of stipend funds, and on consideration of the loss of summer
earnings, should students receive a predetermined identical
stipend or scaled stipends in proportion to need?

6. Whether or not financial need is a criterion, the application
for admission should include detailed personal financial
information which would at least be reviewed as part of the
admissions process and available for statistical records.

7. The letter of admission to each student should repeat clear,
specific and (if appropriate) individualized information
about the stipend to be received.

8. A regular and simplified stipend payment system should be

established before the beginning of the summer with the

University Trust Funds office.

9. The Program should consider revising its student budget as

follows, with a somewhat more stringent estimate of expenses
accompanied by a cash stipend which would be sent in the name
of each student to his or her home institution as a partial
replacement for summer earnings:

Room (including 3 days for registration
and orientation) $132.50

Infirmary and Insurance fee 20.00
Books and Supplies 60.00
Meals (at $3.50 per day) 255.50
Travel and Personal Expenses 82.00 - 132.00

$550.00 - 600.00
Stipend 400.00 - 400.00

TOTAL STIPEND $950.00 - $1,000.00

Students would probably approach the necessity of living on very limited
funds during the summer in a positive manner, If they were able to anticipate
assistance from the Program towards their college expenses.
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VI. CURRICULUM

A serious and demanding academic program was the foundation of each student's
experience in the Summer Program. All courses related directly to knowledge and

skills required of pre-medical and beginning level health profession students.

Although the courses did not have UNC accreditation, more than half were designed
to closely parallel the content and expectations of similar courses in a regular
college and pre-professional structure. No course was specifically remedial except

in the sense that it might reinforce a student's background skills while developing
new skills. Because the lecture and seminar groups were small, however, the faculty
had flexibility in seeking to meet individualized needs.

The experience of the 1971 Summer Program provided clear guidelines for the
1972 curriculum. As recommended, the Director consulted during the academic year
with various departmental chairmen and faculty in refining health science course
selection and content. At the same time, the 1971 General Studies instructor
continued as a consultant to the Health Manpower Program to revise and improve
an experimental series of self-instructional materials designed to build verbal
and study skills particularly useful to the health sciences student.

Courses

The nine courses offered were grouped as follows:

1. General Studies

This course was designed to build and strengthen language,
study, and communication skills essential to professional
studies. Students worked through self-instructional packages
on medical terminology, use of a medical library, and written
expression. As an integral part of the course, each student
also spent five hours a week using the UNC Reading Clinic for
improvement in speed and comprehension.

2. Background Courses—Mathematics , General Biology , Chemistry

These courses provided basic college-level backgrounds for
students who needed additional tools in these areas.

3. Pre-Professional Courses—Biochemistry , Medical Microbiology

These courses were taught on the undergraduate level and
attempted to cover the maximum amount of material comparable
to equivalent college credit courses.

4. Introductory Professional Courses

—

Pathology , Biostatistics
,

Dental Orientation

These courses introduced students to materials which would be
encountered in professional schools.
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Appendix V provides detailed descriptions of each course.

The Program was not able to offer Physiology as recommended at the end of

the previous summer. Once again, however, 1972 participants recommended strongly

that the Program try to include a course in Anatomy and Physiology since this

subject is so fundamental to many areas of health training.

In other recommendations concerning course content, students joined

faculty members in proposing that:

1. Chemistry should be divided into three courses covering inorganic,
organic, and biochemistry to allow greater depth and easier accommodation
of different student backgrounds.

2. A course such as Epidemeology or Health Education might be more suit-
able than Biostatistics as an introduction to the field of Public
Health, even though a 15-week course in biostatistics is required
of all first-year students in the UNC School of Public Health.

3. The broad survey of different areas of Pathology might be more valuable
if it concentrated on a single area such as anatomical pathology. On

the other hand, many of the students would not have the normal pre-
requisites for a standard pathology course. The Program should discuss
the design of this course with the Department of Pathology in the coming
months. The students also urged the introduction of more visual aids,

more student participation, and greater exposure to pathology laboratories
as part of the course.

4. Other courses such as Biology and Chemistry should have laboratory
periods

.

5. Students with more academic preparation and special interests might
work out individual research projects as part of or as a substitute
for courses.

6. Class work should be coordinated more directly with student partici-
pation in related hospital clinics and laboratories.

7. A tutorial system similar to that used at Harvard University, under
the direction of the counselors, could offset any continuing difficulties
in student access to faculty and, by definition, constitute a highly
effective means of achieving greater comprehension and depth. Tutorials
could be scheduled at night to avoid conflict with daytime activities.

8. Instructors should expect students to cover more material, more quickly,
in greater depth. Even though participants are not yet in professional
programs, quite a few students felt they would benefit from a stronger
"sink or swim" attitude.

Course Credit

A major debate during the summer revolved around the question of obtaining
credit for Summer Program courses. As one student expressed her feelings, "This
Program is too valuable not to get credit for it," and several of the courses
unquestionably required performance and achievement clearly parallel to regular
college courses. A number of students also noted that credit could provide
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an additional incentive to perform at maximum capacity.

Some colleges have, in fact, elected to give credit to 1971 participants and

will probably do so again, although college representatives themselves pointed

out the discrepancy of accepting courses taught at UNC which UNC does not credit.

On the other side of the debate, various students and faculty members

expressed reluctance to introduce tests and grades as primary measures of perfor-

mance. The use of written evaluations creates a different atmosphere and attitude

towards learning. One instructor stressed the goal of dispelling fears of failure

and building confidence. Students could, of course, retain the option of whether
they wished to work for credit.

The broad philosophic question seems to concern whether establishing official
course credit, if this were possible, would not actually contradict some of the
most important goals and values of this kind of program. It certainly could inter-
fere with educational and social creativity in both the academic and career orien-
tation components, while inhibiting student involvement in the more experimental
courses

.

There are several directions the Summer Program could take in facing the issue
of course credit. The Program could continue to leave this in the hands of the
individual students to negotiate with their colleges, simply providing detailed
course descriptions. The Program could register students in some courses in the
regular UNC Summer Session—although new scheduling problems would occur and tuition
costs would impose a severe, perhaps intolerable burden on an already restricted
budget

.

The consensus, however, ranging from the Summer Program student body to the

Executive Committee of the Health Manpower Program Consortium Board, urges actively
seeking to establish official recognition of various Summer Program courses for UNC
credit, which would significantly influence acceptance by other colleges. Some
courses might be approved for credit in their current form. Other courses might be
redesigned in accordance with evaluations and recommendations from UNC admissions
and academic affairs representatives. The Manpower Program Director and Summer Program
Director have already initiated discussions with various health school officials to

explore these possibilities.

Self-Instructional Methods and Materials

With the encouragement and assistance of the Office of Medical Studies in the

UNC School of Medicine, the 1971 Summer Program began the process of developing
a General Studies course based on self-instructional materials which would enable
students to work at their own speed and individual levels of ability and preparation.
1971 participants considered General Studies their most interesting and productive
course and have since sent in very favorable reports on related success in handling
professional school demands.

The Summer Program has maintained a strong interest in developing self-
instructional materials for all other courses. During the course of the 10-week
session, eight faculty members and 20 students attended a two-day workshop
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exposing them to self-instructional concepts and methods. Participants in

the workshop actually produced 23 self-instructional packages in various

health science areas. These packages will be available for use in next

summer's program, and some faculty members plan to begin the process of trans-

posing their courses into a self-instructional format during the 1972-73
academic year.

The use of self-instructional materials and methods responds to two important
Program goals:

1. Development of effective instructional methods for meeting the needs

of students with widely varying educational preparation. Students
can enter a series of packages at any level they are equipped to handle
and complete the course as quickly, or as slowly, as their skills permit.

All students should find it possible to achieve a high level of com-
prehension or to identify prerequisite knowledge they should acquire
first, while the faculty is freed for extensive individual instruction
and counseling.

2. Creation of an effective means of reproducing at least the academic
portion of the Summer Program in any other location for any other
group of students.

Student Schedules

The Program followed recommendations from the previous summer in extending
the session from eight weeks to ten weeks, to allow for greater depth of instruc-
tion. Students met briefly with the Director and faculty on two occasions during
orientation to discuss their course selections. They were able to adjust their
choices during the following two weeks. These scheduling and registration proce-
dures were adequate but could be improved. The Program could gain in efficiency
and overall cohesiveness by developing a thoughtful but simple pre-registration
procedure which students would complete before they arrive on campus and by
setting aside more time for faculty-student conferences to discuss course
selection before classes begin. Some instructors might wish to suggest brief
placement tests (for example, in choosing between organic, inorganic, and
biochemistry)

.

The Program considered a three course combination adequately demanding,
particularly in the context of additional time required for participation in

clinical experiences and career seminars. All students carried a required program
of General Studies. Most students then selected two science courses appropriate
to their educational preparation and professional goals. However, a significant
number of students chose to audit additional science courses which interested
them, and approximately one-fourth of the students took on the challenge of
officially registering for three or four science courses. Several students
also registered independently for regular UNC courses which they needed to

complete institutional requirements before returning to school in the fall.

Classes were scheduled five days a week from June 1 through August 4, with
a four-day review and examination period from August 7 through August 10. All
courses met three or four hours a week, and students reported that they averaged
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eight to twelve hours of study a week for each class. Microbiology also had
a three-hour lab. Class sizes ranged from six students in Dental Orientation
to 47 students in Pathology; most classes, however, enrolled between 12 and
18 students.

In order to avoid conflicts which might prevent students from registering
for appropriate courses, only two classes were scheduled simultaneously. As a

result, it was not possible to follow earlier recommendations that each class

meet five days a week, that all classes be scheduled in the mornings only, or

that instead one day be reserved for field trips, clinical experiences, and

other special events. All of these goals remain highly desirable, however. Both

faculty and students expressed a need for more class time to make it possible to

cover more material and to provide for more review and question sessions—yet there

was a constant and obvious conflict with a need for more "free" time to schedule
clinical experiences and career seminars. Students missed clinics which conflicted
with morning or early afternoon classes, and it became nearly impossible to

schedule seminars at a time convenient for both guest speakers and a majority
of the student body. (The Events Calendar in Appendix VI shows the number of
evening sessions held at Cobb Dormitory). Any solution to this scheduling problem
has disadvantages and complications. But the Program may well need to hold more
classes simultaneously (for example, there was no overlap between students taking
Biology and Biostatistics) and to expect participants to use every hour of the day
more rigorously.

Summary of Recommendations

1. Consider revising the courses offered in the areas of

chemistry, pathology, physiology, and public health.
Try to introduce more labs.

2. Coordinate courses more closely with hospital clinics
and laboratories.

3. Introduce tutorial sessions with counselors to supplement
class work.

A. Resolve the question of credit for Summer Program courses.

5. Continue developing self-instructional materials for Summer
Program courses.

6. Spend more time on pre-registration and registration.

7. Resolve the scheduling conflict between recommendations for
more class time and for more time spent in clinical experiences
and career seminars.
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VII. CLINICAL EXPERIENCE AND HEALTH CAREER COMPONENT

The Final Report of the 1971 Summer Program singled out the high jmpact

of direct clinical experiences and broad health career counseling on the overall

success of the program. In 1972, therefore, the clinical and career orientation
component was expanded and reinforced as an essential complement to the academic

curriculum. This component reflects a firm conviction in the basic role the

Summer Program must play in providing:

1. Solid motivation toward health careers - and toward service in

those urban and rural communities with exceptionally critical
needs for adequate health care.

2. Realistic understandings of health careers through first-hand
experiences in clinical settings and personal meetings with
health professionals.

3. Extended perceptions of the variety of areas of specialization,
both inside and outside of the most familiar fields such as

nursing and medicine.

4. Experiences conducive to self-sustaining involvement which
can give greater significance to the strenuous academic
preparation facing any student in a health science training
program.

5. Supportive awareness of opportunities for minority background
students to enter health schools and of the critical needs for

more minority health professionals.

Health Career Orientation

To provide admissions and career information, the 1972 Program introduced a

weekly Health Career Orientation Seminar for all participants. A regular Monday
session frequently extended into two or three other meetings each week to provide
more time for visiting speakers. The basic seminar format was built around
representatives of each of the health schools at the University of North Carolina
who discussed different aspects of their fields, from admissions to areas of
specialization. Sessions could include a student panel, a team of faculty and
staff members, films and slides. Seminars also brought in admissions representatives
from other universities and guest speakers from a number of related career areas,
including comprehensive community health programs, community action groups, other
minority student groups and special education programs, and from the National Bureau
of Health Manpower - Division of Minority Affairs. Students frequently had the
opportunity to talk informally in small groups with visitors outside of the
scheduled seminars. A calendar of specific seminars and other events throughout
the summer maybe found in Appendix VI.

In addition, health career discussion and counseling was very much a part of
all relations with the Director, faculty, office staff, and counselors. For
example, the third year medical student who taught Biology and coordinated a

major portion of the clinical program led discussion sessions every Sunday evening
in the dormitory. In general, the facilities of the Health Manpower Development
Program, the UNC Guidance and Testing Center, and various UNC health school
admissions offices were available at all times to any student who wished to take
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advantage of them. During the course of the summer, five students success-

fully developed new plans for entering health schools in September. Approxi-

mately twenty rising college seniors and recent post-graduates were thoroughly

involved in the process of submitting specific applications to health schools
and arranging appropriate testing before they left the program. Unfortunately,
a number of students probably did not utilize as effectively as possible
the resources surrounding them.

The success of the health career seminars and counseling depended, in

fact, on the extent to which individual students took advantage of the oppor-
tunities available during the summer. Students were urged but not required to

participate in the seminars. Attendance averaged forty to fifty students at

the Monday sessions and major events (such as the "rap session" with visitors
from the BHM Division of Minority Affairs) and ten to twenty students at other
meetings.

Factors affecting attendance ranged from schedule conflicts and a communi-
cation gap through personal lack of enthusiasm to the discouragement of a long
walk from the dormitory on a hot summer afternoon. Some students did encounter
legitimate conflicts with other activities, particularly clinic schedules and

part-time jobs. The necessity of an effective communications system had been
highlighted in the 1971 Summer Program report, and the staff worked on numerous
measures for improvement - with varying degrees of success. The staff of the

Basic Sciences Building assisted the Program in setting up a bulletin board
outside the main lecture room, student messengers carried notices to the dormi-
tory, student representatives attended faculty meetings, and the faculty made
announcements during classes. Many students still commented, however, on the

lack of adequate advance information about activities which might interest them,

especially when scheduled on short notice. ( The married students living off
campus were the most seriously disenfranchised in this respect.) The next Summer
Program definitely needs to continue development of a structure and communications
system which will guarantee that all students are aware of forthcoming events.
Among other measures, a weekly or biweekly news sheet would be useful.

Still other students simply did not manifest a degree of involvement in
the total Program which was adequately conducive to their taking an initiative
in utilizing the information and resources available. This is a problem which
can best be resolved in improved admissions criteria and in improved communications
between staff, counselors, and student body.

From a more substantive perspective, two other main criticisms of the total
career orientation program should be considered. First, the Program was only
partially successful in its goal of exposing students to the less familiar
health professions. Students were demonstrably less responsive to programs in
pharmacy, dentistry, physical therapy and the allied sciences, which were scheduled
comparatively later in the summer, than they were to programs and activities
concerning medicine and nursing. Attendance declined progressively, and, even
though some students did shift their interests during the course of the summer,
the largest number retained the pre-medical ambitions - at a time when admission
to medical school clearly cannot be a realistic possibility for all students and
when other health fields have an even lower percentage of minority group health
professionals than medicine.
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Second, as the concluding section of the Final Report will emphasize,

there needs to be a much more direct relation between participation in the

Summer Program and admission to health school. Because most participants were
North Carolina residents, the seminars stressed professional schools located
inside the state - the University of North Carolina, Duke, and Bowman-Gray -

but were frequently more career than admissions oriented. Only three visits
from out-of-state medical schools were arranged, and letters of invitation did
not go out until after the beginning of the summer. Students had to rely on

individual initiative in pursuing admission information, and a number expressed
feelings that they would have profited significantly from a greater degree of

specific, concrete admissions information about various health schools, both in

North Carolina and elsewhere.

In addition, beyond the informational level, both the Summer Program staff
and the Manpower Program consider participation in the academic and counseling
aspects of the summer incomplete - unless this participation can also consititute
a tangible, recognized factor in consideration for admission. To achieve such
recognition, the Program needs to expand its communications with health schools
to establish better understandings of the substance of the Program. On the basis
of such expanded communication and understanding, the Program could then work
toward agreements with admissions officials to accept successful participation
in the Summer Program as a major if not dominant factor in admission.

Clinical Experiences

In the clinical component, the 1972 Summer Program built on good relation-
ships with departmental and clinic directors established during the previous
summer and winter. The Director, with the assistance of the Consortium Board and
the third-year medical student who later served as Biology instructor, met with
Medical School faculty on numerous occasions to gain official access for Summer
Program students to clinics, rounds, and medical conferences.

Beginning in the second week of the summer, students signed up in small
groups to observe and, where appropriate, to participate in clinical situations
with regular nursing and medical students in N. C. Memorial Hospital. Appendix VI
indicates the diversity and number of clinical experiences available. The advan-
tages of the Summer Program's location inside of the UNC Schools of Health-
N.C. Memorial Hospital complex are particularly visible in the clinical component.

Students generally attended clinics in the afternoons after classes. Most
clinics began in the morning, but students could not attend because of conflicts
with their academic schedule. In fact, a greater number and variety of clinics
would have been open to Summer Program students, were it not for scheduling
conflicts. As noted in Section VIon Curriculum, plans for next summer's program
should consider measures for resolving or at least reducing such conflicts.

Students signed up weekly in groups of two to four participants for the
specific clinics and the specific days on which they wished to participate. Visits
to other areas such as the Dietary Department, hospital kitchen and the occupational
therapy clinic were arranged on a less regular basis. Quite a few students also
independently investigated other services in the hospital, such as the Emergency
Room, and arranged to do volunteer work in those areas which interested them.
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Outside the hospital, groups of students participated every Monday and

Thursday throughout the summer in the Student Health Action Committee (SHAC)

,

community clinics in Chapel Hill and Durham (organized and operated by medical

and dental students) . Several students initiated and developed a health career

counseling program for high school students in a Chapel Hill community center.

Several times during the summer, students had an opportunity to visit the planned
community health center at Soul City in rural Warren County.

Since clinic attendance was an individual choice, not all students parti-
cipated equally, particularly those who were married and held part-time jobs. A
few students reported that they attended no clinics at all. Many students averaged
a combination of two or three clinics and career seminars a week. Some, however,
spent most afternoons in the hospital and occasionally returned in the evenings
and weekends. As in the career seminar program, therefore, the impact of the

clinical experiences depended on the extent to which individual students used
initiative.

On the other hand, not all clinics would be of equal inherent interest to

all students, there were only about one hundred places available in any given
week (e.g., slightly more than one clinic slot per student), and some students
tended to monopolize the places available. In their evaluations at the end of

the summer, students strongly recommended that the clinical component be expanded
and more effectively organized to provide all students with equal opportunities
for clinical involvement.

The expansion and organization of the clinical component was, in fact, the
focus of numerous comments and suggestions for improvement— if only because
students almost universally selected the clinical component as the most interesting
and exciting part of the Summer Program. Recommendations touched on:

1. The need for improved systems for making clinic participation
equally available; (better control of signing up and rotation,
reduction of schedule conflicts, more effective dissemination
of information) .

2. The possibility of required participation.

3. The desire for increased coordination of class work and
clinics, and of clinics and related laboratories.

4. The value of a broader emphasis on the entire health team.

Summary of Recommendations :

Recommendations from students, faculty, and staff concerning both the
career orientation program and the clinical component can be summarized as follows:

1. In both the career orientation and clinical exposure, the
maximum possible number of seminars, guest speakers, and
clinics should be specifically scheduled well in advance
of the program and communicated to students on a master
schedule, similar to the course schedule. Students should
indicate the clinics in which they are potentially interested
in a supplement to the application form.
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2. Planning for the master schedule should attempt to minimize

the conflict between class time, seminars, and clinics.

3. Because the impact of the seminars and clinics depended somewhat

too heavily on individual initiative, the Program should require

some degree of minimal participation and convey in its literature
and orientation sessions the firm expectation that these activities
constitute a fundamental component of participation in the Summer
Program. Students should realize that they are making a total
commitment of their time and energies, morning, afternoon, and
night, while they attend the Summer Program.

"Minimal participation" might consist of a combination of three
or four seminars and clinics each week, for which students would
submit brief reports. (The student reports would also constitute
a valuable tool in the continuing program evaluation.)

4. A more fool-proof communications system for changes and additions
to the schedule should be developed, with particular attention to

the needs of married students living off-campus. The Program might
establish a weekly news sheet and one or two organizational meetings
each week for all students (which could also serve other purposes)

.

5. In both the seminars and the clinics, the Program needs to equalize
exposure to different health fields, perhaps even overcompensating
in stressing alternatives to medicine, since images of a medical
career are so much more prevalent in our society through various
media. The career seminars might simply reverse the sequence in

which various fields are introduced, discussing the allied sciences
first, pharmacy next, etc. Participation in the clinics should
emphasize the health team rather than the doctor and the nurse.
Related clinics and laboratories could be coordinated as one means
of achieving this emphasis.

6. Even though the ten weeks available could never be enough time, both
the clinics and seminars should continue to expand, with more semi-
nars, more admissions representatives, more field trips, more clinics
available to the students, more time spent in the clinics, etc.

7. Use of the valuable staff and facilities of the UNC Guidance and
Testing Center should be incorporated in career and educational
counseling.

8. The new dimension of volunteer work in hospital clinics should be
continued and developed on a more organized basis, perhaps including
work in hospital laboratories.
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VIII. EVALUATIONS

There were two important areas of continuing evaluation built into the

Summer Program:

1. Evaluation of student performance and progress, particularly
in terms of potential for health career.

2. Evaluation of the Summer Program itself, in terms of each area
of operation and of its overall goals.

Student Evaluation and Recommendations

:

The staff sought to combine objective criteria with personal observations
in their evaluation and recommendation of each student. The combination of both
objective and personal perspectives was imperative, since the Program is concerned
with both academic preparation and personal motivation for a health profession.

The faculty, staff, and counselors were all involved in student evaluations.
Weekly faculty meetings (which included staff, student, and counselor representatives)
provided occasions for discussing students. The Director or appropriate faculty
members then scheduled meetings with students when special counseling seemed ad-

visable. The Director frequently found occasion for other, informal counseling
sessions as well, during the normal course of daily events and visits to the
dormitory.

In addition to informal discussions, faculty members completed mid-term and
final written evaluations of all students in their courses. As a foundation for
formal written evaluations, each instructor established clear instructional goals
in the outline of material to be covered (indicated in the course descriptions in

Appendix V). There were no letter or numerical grades, but students faced regular
tests in each course, and the faculty maintained consistent academic expectations.
Students were assessed in their basic comprehension, ability to assimilate more
complex details, completion of assignments, active participation in the class, and
interest in going beyond the required materials.

At the same time, in more personal observations, a student's progress was
measured against his background and his abilities. Both the academic and clinical
components provided opportunities to observe a student's level of motivation for
a health career, seriousness of purpose, and general maturity — qualities which
the Program felt were extremely important in predicting success in competitive
health training programs.

The evaluation forms (copies of which are in Appendix VII) were designed
to provide three means of instructor response: a rating on a numerical scale
from low to high; brief comments in specific categories such as completion of
assignments; and general comments tailored to each student, particularly with
respect to progress and professional motivation.

At the end of the summer, the Director compiled a formal evaluation and
recommendation for each student. The recommendation was designed for submission
to admissions committees of professional health schools in support of student
applications. It could also be sent to any other appropriate institution or

agency, as to a student's home college in support of a request for course credit

for work done during the Summer Program. The comments are completely confidential,

however, and will be made available only upon student request. Each student
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received a copy of his recommendation so that he could decide any use he might

wish to make of it.

Each evaluation included the written reports from each instructor, notes
of student participation in all program activities, and the Director's summary

of observations gathered from various sources during the summer. (A sample
evaluation is in Appendix VII.)

To accompany the individual student comments, the Program prepared a

five-page summary description of the Program, brief outlines of the clinical
component, and separate course descriptions for each class in which the student
was enrolled. These documents seemed necessary, in order to thoroughly manifest
the content and substance of the experiences students gained in the Program.
Without this information, admissions committees might not be able to take a

student's Summer Program participation into account — and the written recommen-
dations are an integral mechanism in the Program's long range purpose of assisting
students in the process of competing for educational opportunities.

Program Evaluation :

Evaluation of the Summer Program also combined informal discussions and
written comments. All people associated with the Program were actively involved
in constant and continuing assessment. Faculty members submitted written reports
and recommendations for their particular courses at the end of the summer;
students completed questionnaires on three separate occasions, at the beginning,
middle, and end of the summer; students also completed confidential course and
faculty evaluations at the end of the summer; and approximately half a dozen
general student gatherings focused on discussion of the program's operations,
with recommendations for both immediate and future changes. These meetings gener-
ally included the Director and staff, various faculty members, the Health Manpov;er

Director, and Consortium Board members. Copies of the evaluation forms used are
in Appendix VII.

The internal reflections of the faculty and student body were an important
part of Program evaluation. The majority of their specific comments have already
been included in the preceding sections of this report, in the recommendations
concerning stipends, clinics, counselors, course schedules, etc. On a more general
level, student comments indicated that most felt they had gained from their
participation in the summer and their concerns focused on ways of making a good
operation into a better operation, either for themselves or other students.

In addition, almost all students described their health career plans as
being a great deal more definite and defined as a result of their participation
in the Summer Program. No student expressed a decision not to enter a health
career. And more than two-thirds of the students indicated a definite intention
of practicing in a disadvantaged community after obtaining professional training.

It seems clear at this time that the immediate goals of the Program were
fulfilled. At least four-fifths of the students, on a basis of their own comments
and in terms of faculty evaluations made progress during the summer both
academically and professionally. Five students were able to make new plans
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for entering a health program in the fall. All returning college seniors had
initiated the process of applications to health schools. Very preliminary reports
from those students who entered health schools in September 1972 indicate they
are doing well.

Long-range results are, of course, not yet available. Reports from partici-
pants in the 1971 Summer Program, however, are encouraging. At one medical school,
five out of six first year students came through their National Boards with flying
colors - and the sixth was able to return after additional work during the summer.
These results compare very favorably with the status of other minority group
students at the same school who had not attended the Summer Program.

Perhaps the most significant aspect of the evaluation of the Summer Program
is indicated above: in the midst of a number of criticisms and recommendations
for improvement, all participants concurred in the value of the Program. Because
there was so much substance and value, it was possible to discuss means of
achieving even greater success.

IX. CONCLUSION

Descriptive Review of 1972 Summer Program :

The 1972 Summer Program in the Health Sciences succeeded in achieving
all its major goals for development and improvement of the 1971 pilot program.

The length of the summer session was extended to ten weeks, and the student
enrollment more than doubled from 37 participants in 1971 to 77 participants in
1972, with a corresponding increase in faculty, staff, and counselors. An expanded
recruitment and admissions process resulted in significantly increased racial,
geographical, and institutional representation while remaining primarily oriented
toward North Carolina residents. Stipend funds were eventually obtained to
support most students on a budget of $800.

The successful 1971 curriculum design was expanded to include orientation to
health careers, biology, and chemistry, and the entire General Studies program of
verbal and study skills essential to the beginning health professional was developed
in a self-instructional format in which Summer Program students progressed at their
own rate. These self-instructional materials are now available for use in other
institutions and programs, and members of the Summer Program faculty and student
body have begun the process of developing self-instructional materials in other
curriculum areas.

The obvious need for substantive personal, educational, and career counseling
was met through the introduction of the health career orientation seminars, visits
from admissions officers representing all health fields, and the expanded roles
of the Director, Program Coordinator, and student counselors, all of whom brought
specialized skills and backgrounds to their counseling functions.

In addition to the specific changes resulting from recommendations at the end
of the 1971 Summer Program, the 1972 Summer Program reflected a significant im-
provement in overall coherence and atmosphere. Building on the experiences of the
first summer, the Program achieved a far better definition of its goals and methods,
together with improvement in planning and communications on all levels.
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In a few areas, the 1972 program did not follow recommendations from the

1971 Final Report. Lack of funds did not permit arranging for a higher ratio of

counselors to students, and space limitations at the University of North Carolina

made it impossible to obtain faculty offices or additional staff offices, even

though both of these recommendations are extremely important to an effective

program. Representatives of the Program were also unable to use the film "Right On"
in meetings with potential applicants, since the film was not ready until May.

Summary of Recommendations:

Each section of the Final Report summarizes its recommendations for modifi-
cation and improvement in planning for the 1973 Summer Program. Following are the
highlights of all major recommendations. Further details should be pursued by

referring back to the appropriate section:

1. Facilities : The Summer Program should continue to operate at the

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, with access to the
facilities of the Schools of Health and N.C. Memorial Hospital; however,
the Program needs more adequate space for faculty, staff, and student
housing and more official student status for its participants.

2. Organization and Personnel : While the faculty and staff have been highly
effective as skilled individuals, there is a high need to provide a small
support staff to work with the Director during the academic year to

achieve more effective continuity, specific planning, coordination of

potential faculty, and preparatory structure. Early structure and organi-
zation will enable the Program to achieve far more during the actual ten

week summer session. The Program should expand and redefine the role of

its counselors, drawn from minority students currently in health training
programs. Methods should continue to be developed to improve communications
on all levels.

3. Recruitment and Admissions : The Program needs to establish clear, firm
admissions criteria and a definition of the student the Program is seeking
to serve, with corresponding revisions of application materials and
literature. The Program should continue recruitment which reflects the

greatest possible racial and geographical representation.

The entire application and admissions process should take place earlier in

the winter, particularly with reference to the financial plans students
must make for the coming summer and next academic year.

4. Stipends : The Program needs to seek assurance of adequate stipend funds
by early winter, since this is vital to both programmatic and student
planning. It is also essential to develop a more comprehensive and clear
system for stipend distributions, starting with a financial aid application.

5. Curriculum: Several new courses have been recommended, together with continuing
development of self-instructional materials in all areas. Efforts should be
made to improve scheduling and coordination with both clinical experiences
and career orientation seminars. Particular emphasis should be given to

working out channels for obtaining credit for Summer Program work.
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6. Clinical and Career Component : This component needs expansion,
increased structure and advance planning, commensurate with its

high significance to the goals of the Program. Required levels
of participation should be considered, and efforts made to

improve exposure to a variety of health fields.

Additional clinical experiences and a greater number of contacts
with admission officers are needed.

Future Directions:

The Summer Program has reached a stage of development where its value as

a demonstration project is unquestioned. The problem now is to find ways in

which this program can

1. become an integral part of the process of entrance into pro-
fessional health schools, at UNC and elsewhere;

2. serve as a model for development of similar programs in other

schools; and

3. function as a liaison between such programs and professional
health schools.

The first critical area for development is the establishment of direct
structural relations between the Summer Program and professional health schools
which will allow the program to acquire an integral function in the admissions
process. At present, the professional health schools at UNC are devoting time,
energy, and resources to the Summer Program, but their commitments remain un-
related to their own admissions processes. While the schools have recommended
for participation in the program students who have already been admitted to

professional training and who, in a particular school's view, may benefit from
the Program before entering their first year, none of the health schools have
used the Program as an effective recruitment and screening resource for identify-
ing new candidates for professional training. This absence of structural coordina-
tion limits the Program's usefulness both to its students and to the health schools.

These limitations can be overcome only through the development of mechanisms
for connecting the Summer Program and the health schools. There are a number of

methods of developing these mechanisms, and several are now being explored through
discussions between the Director of the Health Manpower Program, the Director of

the Summer Program, and the Deans of the UNC Health Schools, as well as with repre-
sentatives of their admissions and academic affairs committees.

The Health Manpower Program has proposed that the health schools commit
themselves to accepting students into their regular programs who have successfully
completed the Summer Program. Achievement of this goal requires involvement of
the health schools in curriculum design, implementation, and evaluation, to ensure that
students from the Summer Program meet the academic requirements for entrance
into professional health training programs. Methods for achieving this goal are
now under discussion between the health schools and the Health Manpower Program.
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Other methods for making closer structural connections between the health

schools and the Summer Program are also being discussed, including joint
development of budgets, joint recruiting, and UNC credit for Summer Program
courses.

At the same time, it is crucial to develop methods for implementing
similar programs at other institutions. The North Carolina Health Manpower
Program has submitted a proposal to the Bureau of Health Manpower for establish-
ing five regional centers in North Carolina for health career recruitment and
counseling and special remedial health education programs for minority and
disadvantaged students.

All these centers have high proportions of minority and disadvantaged
students and offer, therefore, a splendid opportunity for moving more of

these students into health careers. The regional health education programs
are proposed on the model of the UNC Summer Program. This will require a large
commitment of time, energy, and resources from UNC health schools and from the
North Carolina Health Manpower Program, to develop programs which benefit from
the experiences of the past two summers yet meet the individual needs and possi-
bilities of the regional universities and their students. Efforts to move toward
self- instructional packages for the summer curriculum represent one method of

achieving this goal. Other methods must be worked out in detail and possibilities
for establishing summer programs for different levels of students should be
explored.

In general, the relationships between the Summer Program in Health Sciences,
health careers recruitment, and counseling efforts, the proposed regional special
health education programs, and the professional health schools, now must be
planned and structured so that students move through a coherent and comprehensive
process, from recruitment to training.

X. DIRECTOR'S STATEMENT

The 1972 Summer Program in Health Sciences focused its efforts on increasing
the supply of health professionals from the minority population in North Carolina
and surrounding states. National statistics show that minority group and low
income students form a drastically small proportion of medical and dental school
enrollments. More than one third of the students attending medical school have come
from America's upper class. More than half have come from the middle class. The
statistics are equally disproportionate for dental schools. The same patterns of

exclusion are found in graduate health science schools, schools of nursing, and
schools of allied health sciences. Whether the causes of exclusion are based on
identifiable discrimination or on educational, economic, and sociological factors,
the situation is critical.

Health care statistics reveal an equally appalling and critical situation.
There is one Black dentist for every 700 white dentists nationally, and only one
American Indian dentist in the country. Even though white health professionals
see blacks and other minorities in their offices, they do not practice in minority
communities. In addition, studies show clearly the existence of emotional, psycho-
logical, and communication barriers between the white health professional and
ghetto resident.
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If the gap continues to increase between health needs and the delivery of

needed health care services to rural, ghetto, and minority populations, the

consequences can be tragic for the entire health care system. The Summer Program
in Health Sciences is the result of efforts of the North Carolina Health Manpower
Program to remedy this situation.

The program has been in existence for two years and has been successful in

providing minority students with credentials which have seen them admitted into

professional health schools. Those schools which have admitted our students
are pleased with their ability to perform. The Consortium Board which oversees
the development of the program has also expressed satisfaction with the progress
to date.

However, the program's largest stumbling block has been the lack of assured
continuity and reliable support. Planning in every program area during the course
of the year is essential and is crucially dependent on assurance of financial
support in order to proceed. For example, curriculum changes must be initiated
and developed by faculty throughout the preceding academic year. Students need
to be identified early enough so that the program can be planned around their
individual needs and health career goals. Students, for their part, need to know
exactly what to expect from the program in terms of stipends before they can
consider applying. This is vital for low-income students; otherwise the program
will attract only those students who can afford the luxury of a summer without
working for future college expenses. To maintain administrative continuity for
the 1973 Summer Program, every effort must be made to provide for the Director,
a small support staff, and faculty commitments in the earliest planning stages.
Unless these problems are dealt with, the Summer Program will not be able to
effectively achieve the goals for which it was established.

Institutional cooperation is also fundamental to a program such as this one.
The participation of all Consortium members and their health science schools in
the support of the program is vital. Unless steps are taken immediately to make
the Summer Program a part of the permanent institutional structure, we can expect
a continuation of the inadequate health services and limited educational opportuni-
ties available to minorities in the health care system which, like so many of our
nation's institutional structures, must now totally commit itself to the struggle
to counteract the disastrous effects of past institutional racism.
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CONSORTIUM BOARD MEMBERS

Chairman of Consortium

Dr. Cecil G. Sheps
Vice Chancellor, Health Sciences
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Chairman of Executive Committee

Dr. C. Arden Miller
Department of Maternal and Child Health
School of Public Health
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Chairman of Summer Health Science Committee

*Dr. Clifton E. Crandell
Professor, Oral Diagnosis
School of Dentistry
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

*Miss Carol Fray
Assistant Professor
School of Nursing
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Mr. John Hatch, Research Associate
Health Services Research Center
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Dr. Robert S. Lawrence
Assistant Professor
Department of Medicine
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

*Dr. Dale Lindsay, Associate Director
Medical Education of Allied Health
Duke Medical Center
Durham, NC 27702

Mr. Paul Alston, Project Director
Orange-Chatham County Health Services.
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Dr. Ralph Boatman, Administrative Dean
Office of Allied Health Sciences
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Dr. Howard Fitts, Chairman
Department of Health Education
North Carolina Central University
Durham, NC 27707

*Dr. Merrel D. Flair, Director
Office of Medical Studies
School of Medicine
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Dr. Rolf Lynton, Associate Professor
Inc. Department of Mental Health

School of Public Health
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Dr. Margaret Moore, Assistant Dean
Allied Medical Professions
School of Medicine
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

*Dr. Harry Phillips, Professor
Department of Health Administration
School of Public Health
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514
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CONSORTIUM BOARD MEMBERS

(Continued)

Dr. Harvey L. Smith, Director
Division of Social Research Section
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Dr. Guy Steuart, Chairman
Department of Health Education
School of Public Health
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27514

Dr. Charles Watts
Assistant Director and Director of Clinical Services
Lincoln Community Health Center
Durham, NC 27702

*Mr. Leroy Werley, Assistant Dean
Student Affairs
School of Pharmacy
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC 27314

>vMembers of Health Science Summer Program Committee

Additional Members of Health Science Committee ;

Mrs. Sarah Lucas, Counselor
Health Careers Recruitment and Counseling
North Carolina Central University
Durham, NC 27707

Dr. Marge Boeck
Allied Health Education
VA Hospital
Durham, NC 27702
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1972 SUMMER COMPENSATORY HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM

Personnel

Staff

Dr. Hector Farias, Jr.

Educational or

Professional Background

Ph.D. Northwestern University,
Professor of Family Medicine,
Office of Medical Studies
School of Medicine
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514

Mrs. Evelyn McCarthy B.A. , 1960, Washington Univer-
sity; Previous experience:
Asst. Director, OE Talent Search
Program and Upward Bound

Mrs. Helen J. Poole

Anita Owens

Harold Cable

Marcono Hines

Steve Okiye

Mary McGee

Previous Experience: Typist II

University of North Carolina,
Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514

General College (2nd year)
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514

B.A. 1972, UNC—Chapel Hill
School of Medicine (1st year)
UNC—Chapel Hill

B.S., 1971, UNC Chapel Hill
School of Medicine (2nd year)
UNC Chapel Hill; participated
in 1971 Summer Program.

B.S., 1971, UNC—Chapel Hill
School of Medicine (2nd year)

UNC—Chapel Hill

School of Nursing (2nd year)

UNC—Chapel Hill
Participated in 1971 Summer
Program

Summer Program
Position

Director

Program Coordinator

Secretary
ill

Clerical Assistant
Part-time (Work Study)

Counselor/Program Assistant
,

Counselor/Program Assistant

Counselor/Program Assistant

Counselor/Program Assistant
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1972 SUMMER COMPENSATORY HEALTH EDUCATION PROGRAM

Personnel

Faculty

Randolph Anderson

Dr. H. Wallace Baird

Carl N. Bean

John R. Forehand

Claude Harrison

Owen W. Justice

James Kessaris

Dr. David Kleinbaum

Dr. Roy Kuebler

Educational or

Professional Background

B.S., 1970, North Carolina
Central University; M.S.,
1972, North Carolina State
University

Department of Pathology
UNC—Chapel Hill

B.S. , 1962, M.S. , 1965
Chemistry, North Carolina
State University; UNC

—

Chapel Hill School of

Dentistry (4th year) ; 1967-69
Instructor of Chemistry at

Miami Dade Jr. College

B.S., 1969, UNC—-Chapel Hill
School of Medicine (3rd year)

UNC—-Chapel Hill; Faculty,
1971 Summer Program

Chief Clinical Bacteriologist,
Duke University; Instructor,
North Carolina Central Univer-
sity; Faculty, 1971 Summer
Program

B.S., Biology, 1965, North
Carolina Central University;
School of Dentistry (2nd year)
UNC—Chapel Hill; Captain
U.S. Air Force

A.B., 1969—UNC—Chapel Hill
School of Dentistry (4th year)
UNC—Chapel Hill

Associate Professor, Epidemi-
ology, School of Public Health
UNC—Chapel Hill

Professor, Biostatistics
School of Public Health
UNC—Chapel Hill

Summer Program
Position

Ins true tor /Mathematics

Ins true tor/Pathology

Ins true tor /Chemistry
and Biochemistry

Ins true tor /Biology

Ins true tor /Microbiology

Ins true tor/Dental
Orientation

Ins true tor /Dental
Orientation

Inst rue tor /Biostatistics

Ins true tor /Bios tat is tics
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Faculty

Dr. James Laningham

Mr. James W. Lea

Wallace Peppers

Dr. Harold Taylor

Donald Westbrook

Educational or
Professional Background

Associate Professor, Dept. of

Pathology, UNC---Chapel Hill

Ph.D. candidate, English Dept.

UNC—Chapel Hill

Ph.D. Candidate
English Department
UNC—Chapel Hill

Professor, Department of

Pathology, UNC—Chapel Hill

School of Dentistry (4th year)
UNC—Chapel Hill; Faculty, 1971
Summer Program

Summer Program
Position

Ins true tor /Pat ho 1 ogy

Consultant for General
Studies

Ins true tor/General
Studies

Ins true tor/Pathology

Ins true tor/Dental
Orientation
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MEMO

TO: Faculty, Counselors, Office Staff, Summer Program Coordinating
Committee

FROM: Hector Farias, Jr., Ph. D.

Director, HMDP Summer Program

DATE: April 27, 1972

RE: Organizational Meeting

In order to finalize all preparations for the inception of the 1972 Summer
Program in Health Sciences, a retreat at Quail's Roost Conference Center has
been scheduled for Wednesday, May 24. Directions to Quail's Roost are enclosed
for your convenience. We are scheduled to begin at 9:30 a.m. and should con-
clude our business in the late afternoon.

For those of you who haven't been to Quail's Roost, the surroundings and the
place are well worth the trip. Lunch and dinner will be served so make plans
to be with us.

The following agenda is tentative but should give you an idea of what we need
to finalize:

1. Definition and assignment of duties for faculty and staff;

2. Discussion of curriculum schedule and content;

3. Evaluation mechanisms to be used for students and the overall program;

4. Purposes of weekly faculty meetings;

5. Assignment of duties for counselors (to include meeting times with
students)

;

6. Social activities for the students;

7. Preparation for registration (procedures, forms, speakers);

8. Follow-up mechanism to be used at conclusion of program.

These are items which need to be discussed. However, please add others to the

agenda which I may have overlooked. Your ideas and innovations will be essential

in the development of this summer's experience. I can't over emphasize the

importance of this meeting. Please call Mrs. Joan Thompson at 966-3126 to let

her know if you can attend as we have to plan accordingly.

jwt
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APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION

1. NAME
LAST

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

APPLICATION FOR ENTRY IN YEAR 1972

FIRST

4. DATE OF APPLICATION

MIDDLE

MONTH DAY YEAR

MAILING ADDRESS
STREET CITY

.TELEPHONE

6.

7.

9.

10.

11.

12.

STATE

PERMANENT LEGALADDRESS

ZIP CODE AREA CODE NUMBER

STREET CITY

.TELEPHONE.
COUNTY STATE

CITIZEN SHIP (DENOTE COUNTRY):

DATE OF BIRTH I I I I

ZIP CODE

SEX:

PRESENT AGE:

AREA CODE

MALE D

YEARS

NUMBER

FEMALE

MONTH DAY

MARITAL STATUS: SINGLE

AGES OF APPLICANT'S CHILDREN .

NAME OF:

FATHER

MOTH E R

YEAR

MARRIED D OTHER (SPECIFY).

STATE OF RES. OCCUPATION

GUARDIAN.

AGES OF BROTHERS. AGES OF SISTERS

LIVING

YESD NOD
.YESD NOD

13.

14.

SECONDARY SCHOOL
NAME

LIST IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER:

A. ALL UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGES ATTENDED
INSTITUTION CAMPUS/LOCATION

CITY

DATES OF
ATTENDANCE

FROM TO

STATE YR. OF GRAD.

FIELD OF
CONCENTRATION

DEGREE GRANTED
OR EXPECTED
(WITH DATE)

19 •19

19 -19

19 -19

19 -19

B. ALL UNDERGRADUATE SUMMER SCHOOLS ATTENDED
19

19

19

C. ALL GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS ATTENDED
19 -19

19 -19

19 -19

15.

16.

APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE OF YOUR TOTAL UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE CREDITS WHICH HAVE BEEN OR
WILL BE COMPLETED IN "HONORS" OR IN "INDEPENDENT STUDY" PROGRAMS I I |%

IF IN GRADUATE SCHOOL, HAVE YOU BEEN ACCEPTED AS A DEGREE CANDIDATE? YES NO D





17. HAS YOU EDUCATION TO DATE BEEN CONTINUOUS OTHER THAN FOR VACATIONS' YESD NO[]
I 2

IF NO, OR IF NOT NOW IN COLLEGE, INDICATE WHAT YOU HAVE DONE WHILE OUT OF SCHOOL OR SINCI

GRADUATION.

18. IN WHAT EXTRACURRICULAR, COMMUNITY OR AVOCATIONAL ACTIVITIES HAVE YOU PARTICIPATED IN

WHILE IN COLLEGE (INCLUDE OFFICES HELD)?

19. WHAT HONORS HAVE YOU RECEIVED IN COLLEGE (INCLUDE HONORARY SOCIETIES)?

HAVE YOU BEEN EMPLOYED DURING THE REGULAR SCHOOL YEAR WHILE IN COLLEGE OR GRADUATE

SCHOOL? IF YES, SPECIFY TYPE OF WORK AND APPROXIMATE HOURS PER WEEK:

A. CURRENTLY:

20.

B. PREVIOUS TO THIS YEAR:

HAVE YOU HELD SUMMER JOBS DURING COLLEGE?

IF YES, SPECIFY TYPE OF WORK AND YEAR:

YES
l

YES
i

NO
2

NO
2

22. PRIMARY FIELD OF INTEREST IN HEALTH (CIRCLE ONE OR MORE)

MEDICINE PUBLIC HEALTH

DENTISTRY PHYSICAL THERAPY

NURSING MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY

PHARMACY OTHER

23.

24.

25

26.

IF THE ANSWER TO QUESTIONS 23-26 YES,

PLEASE EXPLAIN FULLY IN THE SPACE FOLLOWING QUESTION 28 OR ON PAGE 3.

HAVE YOU EVER MATRICULATED IN OR ATTENDED ANY MEDICAL SCHOOL AS A CANDIDATE FOR

THE MD DEGREE? YES NO D
1 2

WERE YOU EVER REQUIRED TO LEAVE ANY COLLEGE, GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL OR EVER

DENIED READMISSION BECAUSE OF DEFICIENCIES IN EITHER CONDUCT OR SCHOLARSHIP? YES
l

DO YOU HAVE ANY CHRONIC OR RECURRENT ILLNESSES, EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS, OR

BODILY DEFECTS? YES
l

HAS YOUR SCHOOLING OR EMPLOYMENT EVER BEEN INTERRUPTED BECAUSE OF THE HEALTH

PROBLEMS REFERRED TO IN QUESTION 25. YES D
l

NO
2

NO D
2

NO D
2





FOR PERSONAL COMMENTS this space may be used in amy way you wish

ESPECIALLY DISCUSS ANY PROBLEMS FACED DURING YOUR ACADEMIC CAREER
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Chairmen of Science Departments
Faculty Advisor to Pre-Medical, Dental, Nursing Clubs, and other Health

Related Professions

FROM: Eva Clayton
Director, North Carolina Health Manpower Program

DATE: March 15, 1972

RE: 1972 Summer Program in Health Sciences

The North Carolina Health Manpower Program is sponsoring a summer program in
Health Sciences this summer at the University of North Carolina. It is a ten-
week program aimed at recruiting and preparing disadvantaged students to eater
health science career fields.

The Program is designed for two groups of students who seek a career in health
fields: (1) those who have completed one or more academic years in their general
education program before embarking upon professional studies, and (2) those who
have completed the pre-professional stage of their education and are ready to

begin formal health education programs.

The curriculum is flexible. Twenty-five students in the 1972 program will be
or. the Work Study Program. These students will be rising sophomores and rising
juniors who will be exposed to some aspects of health care delivery through a

health-related work experience. In addition to the General Studies Course, they
will also be taking Orientation to Health Careers.

The General Studies Course will concentrate of^ familiarizing the student with
medical terminology, efficient use of the medical library, and organization of

verbal and written expression. The Orientation to Health Careers Course will
present the student an overview of the opportunities available in the health
professions. Our regular curriculum will include the basic sciences and pre-
prof essional courses in addition to the General Studies and Orientation to Health
Careers

.

We ^re communicating with you so that you will assist students at your institution

to take advantage of this opportunity. Would you please post the brochure so

„L>.uc.;;s will know of the program? Students interested in the program who are
eligible for work study should be encouraged to apply for off-campus work study

through their financial aids officer immediately.

Students other than work study will be considered and are encouraged to attend.
'.".•.,' -ossibility of student assistance exists. The application deadline is

'«; 1 Q7')





THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
A T

CHAPEL HILL

• I IF KCIIOOI Ol MEDICINI
>l I ICI ill Ml IJICAI STUDIES

You have been selected to attend the 1972 Summer Program in Health
Sciences which will be held at University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill. Registration will be Wednesday, May 31, and classes will begin
on June 1 and run through August 10.

We will be providing you with funds to cover room and board, and
these amounts are presently being worked out. We will advise you as

soon as we have further information.

In the meantime, I need to know from you immediately whether you can
attend as we have an alternate list of applicants who are waiting
to hear from us.

Sincerely yours,

Hector Farias, Jr., Ph. D. W
Director, HMDP Summer Program

jwt
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
A T

CHAPEL HILL

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
OFFICE OF MEOICAL STUDIES May 5, 1972

Dear Summer Program Student:

We are delighted that you have accepted to attend our Summer Program which will
begin on Wednesday, May 31 and end on August 10, 1972. For your convenience,
room reservations have been made in Cobb Dormitory which will be open beginning
May 30 from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. for registration.

Upon your arrival at Cobb Dormitory, you may register your automobile, for

infirmary privileges, for use of physical education facilities, and for your
room assignment. You are expected to report to Room 105 of the Basic Science
Building (Medical School) on May 31, at 9:30 a.m. for a general session with the
faculty and for registration.

Enclosed you will find two maps. One illustrates the location of Cobb Dormitory,
and the other illustrates directions to the Basic Science Building at the Medical
School

.

Our program will provide you with funds for food, books, and incidentals. The
total amount that we have allotted will be $800 for each student. Part of this

will be used to pay for your room. We expect that if you budget yourselves
appropriately, you will be able to have some money for yoijrfall school expenses.

You will also find enclosed the class schedule, and you may select from those
as indicated by the master schedule. The faculty will be available at registration
to discuss their courses and to help you select those which will be appropriate
with your career choice. In addition, a number of relevant medical issues will
be discussed, and I believe you will find the summer experience to be most en-
lightening.

If for any reason you will be unable to arrive on May 30, please notify me
by calling Mrs. Joan Thompson or me collect at 919-966-3126.

I await your arrival and look forward to meeting you personally.

Sincerely yours,

J()s>Ja
Hector Farias, Jr., Ph. D.

Director, HMDP Summer Program
is

jwt

Enclosures

P.S No linens will be provided.

3KO pillow cases, etc.

You will need to bring with you towels, sheets,
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1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH SCIENCES

HEALTH CAREER STATUS OF ENROLLED STUDENTS - FALL 1972

Entering Health Profession Programs, Graduate Level 19

Medicine 8

Dentistry 2

Public Health 7

Pharmacy 1

Biochemistry 1

2. Entering Health Profession Programs, Undergraduate Level 11

Nursing 6

Medical Tech. 3

Pharmacy 1

Speech Pathology 1

3. Applying to Health Profession Programs, Graduate Level

(All students who have received B.A. or B.S. and who will
employed in allied areas while awaiting admission in
September 1973)

4. Applying to Health Profession Programs, Undergraduate Level

(Students who are applying to programs leading to

B.S. in Nursing)

Applying to Health Profession Programs, Graduate Level,
upon Completion of Undergraduate Work, June 1973 8

Medicine 5

Dentistry 1

Medical Tech. 1

Allied Sciences 1

Entering Junior Year in Undergraduate College, with
declared Fields of Interest 14

Medicine 7

Public Health 4

Dentistry 2

Allied Sciences 1

7. Other (Sophomore Year, no Field of Interest declared, etc.) 14

77
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1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH SCIENCES

HEALTH CAREER STATUS OF ENROLLED STUDENTS - FALL 1972

Medical School

Raynorda Brown
Cornelius Cathcart
John Holland
Joseph Konde
Esaie Moulongo
Franklin Waddell
Ronald Williams
Moses Wilson

Dental School

Oren Jerry Hill
Zana Walker
Pharmacy School

Harry Bradburn
Vasilios Skoutakis

Public Health School

Thomas Barnwell
Barbara Booker
Marvelyn Fuller
Reginald Grant
Carlon Jackson
Barry Kaalund
Louise Maynor

Nursing School

Santa Gonzalez
Ann Jones
Freida Oxendine
Darlene Quinn
Marlene Quinn
Antonia Rayos

Other Health Science
Programs

Sandra Carlin
Medical Technology

Rosalinda Degollado
Medical Technology

Irma Gonzalez
Speech Pathology
& Audiology

Kenneth Lovette
Biochemistry

Cherry Reid
Medical Technology

Applying to Professional Programs

Conception Aguilar
Barbara Booker
Wilbert Cain
Mauro Garcia
Olga Garcia
Vivian Grant
Juanita Guzman
Roslyn Hamilton
Arnetra Johnson
Inez Jones
Thomas Jones
Kenneth Lovette
Joseph Parrott
Yvette Patterson
Cherry Reid
Vasilios Skoutakis
Guat Bee Toh

Nursing
Medicine
Medicine, Podiatry, Pathology
Medicine
Medicine
Public Health, Medicine
Undergraduate pre-med
Public Health
Public Health, Medicine
Allied Sciences
Medicine
Medicine
Public Health
Nursing
Medicine
Medicine
Nursing

Completing Undergraduate, Pre-Professional Programs

Ruby Ballentine
Lonnie Benson
Eugenia Brooks
Cecilia Clegg
Ouida Exum
Charlie Faulk
Chester Freeman
Roger Gause
Michael Gibson
Norman Gross
Gloria Jimenez
Benjamin Jolley
Graham Jones
Marsha Lillie
Leverne Locklear
Mildred Mein
Tony Oxendine
Benegal Paige
Diana Pena
Alice Perez
William Pinckney
Patricia Ramsey
Paulette Rawley
Corliss Reddrick
Jon Regis
Nicia Squires
Gwendolyn Todd
Augusta Turner
Eduardo Uribe
Donald Wright

(Field of Interest)
Public Health
Medicine
Public Health, Medicine
Medicine

Medicine
Medicine
Dentistry
Allied Sciences
Medicine
Medicine
Medicine
Dentistry
Public Health, Medicine
Medicine, Podiatry, Dentistry
Medicine
Medicine, Dentistry
Dentistry
Public Health
Public Health
Medicine
Nursing, Occupational Therapy
Medical Technology

Public Health
Medicine

Medicine
Medicine
Medicine
Allied Sciences
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1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH SCIENCES
s
UNC - CH

STUDENT ROSTER

1. AGUILAR, Maria C.

2. BALLENTINE, Ruby J.

3. BARNWELL, Thomas C, Jr.

4. BATES, Patsy A.

5. BENSON, Lonnie L.

6. BOOKER, Barbara A.

7. BRADBURN, Harry A.

8. BROOKS, Eugenia
9. BROWN, Raynorda
10. CAIN, Wilbert
11. CARLIN, Sandra S.

12. CATHCART, Cornelius F.

13. CLEGG, Cecilia E.

14. DEGOLLADO, Rosalinda
15. EXUM, Ouida J.

16. FAULK, Charlie
17. FREEMAN, Chester
18. FULLER, Marvelyn E.

19. GARCIA, Mauro R. , Jr.
20. GARCIA, Olga Y.
21. GAUSE, Roger L.

22. GIBSON, Michael J.

23. GONZALEZ, Irma
24. GONZALEZ, Santa E.

25. GRANT, Reginald
26. GRANT, Vivian C.

27 GROSS, Norman R.

28. GUZMAN, Juanita
22. HAMILTON, Roslyn M.

30. HILL, Oren J.

31. HOLLAND, John
32. JACKSON, Carlon
33. JIMENEZ, Gloria
34. JOHNSON, Arnetra D.

35. JOLLEY, Benjamin
36. JONES, Ann Z.

37. JONES, Graham J.

3a JONffi , Inez S.

39. JONES, Thomas L.
40. KAALUND, Barry W.
41. KONDE, Joseph M.

42. LILLIE, Marsha H.

43. LOCKLEAR, Leverne
44. LOVETTE, Kenneth M.
45. MAYNOR, Louise C.

46. MEIN, Mildred E.

47. MILLER, Thelma J.

48. MOULONGO, Esaie N.

49. OXENDINE, Freida A.

50. OXENDINE, Tony
51. PAIGE, Benegal
52. PARROTT, Joseph M.

53. PATTERSON, Yvette M.

54. PENA, Diana
55. PEREZ, Alice R.

56. PHILPOTT, Sandra E.

57. PINCKNEY, William A.

58. QUINN, Darlene
59. QUINN, Marlene
60. RAMSEY, Pat A.

61. RAWLEY, Paulette L.

62. RAYOS, Antonio
63. REDDRICK, Corliss J.
64. REGIS, Jon
65. REID, Cherry A.

66. SK0UTAKIS, Vasilios
67. SPENCE, George
68. SQUIRES, Ncia T.

69. TODD, Gwendolyn T.

70. TOH, Guat B.

71. TURNER, Augusta B.

72. URIBE, Eduardo J.

73. WADDELL, Franklin B.

74. WALKER, Zana
75. WILLIAMS, Ronald L.
76. WILSON, Moses E.

77. WRIGHT, Donald L.
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STATISTICAL PROFILE: STUDENT ADMISSION AND ENROLLMENT

I. Application and Admissions

Number of applications distributed 450

Number of applications received 121

Number of students offered admission 99

Number of students notified of alternate status
(of whom 9 were subsequently offered admission) 3J

Number of students enrolled
(including 6 part-time students) 77

Comments : The 1972 enrollment of 77 students was more than double the
1971 enrollment of 37 students. The Program was not able to increase
the enrollment to 110 students as hoped, primarily because of a lack of

stipend support.

II. Geographical Distribution of Enrolled Students

North Carolina 75%

Out-of-state 25%

Comments : Primary consideration in admissions was given to applicants
from the state of North Carolina. The Summer Compensatory Health Education
Committee approved admission of all North Carolina applicants and only
subsequently offered admission to 25 students from other southern states.
Out-of-state students enrolled were from Maryland, South Carolina, Texas,
Virginia, with the exception of two students from D.C. and Massachusetts,
who were given special approval on the basis of only limited stipend support

III. Racial or Ethnic Background of Enrolled Students

Black 49

White 9

Greek 1

American Indian 5

Mexican-American 12

Oriental 1

77

Comments : As proposed, recruitment for the 1972 Summer Program resulted

in considerably more diverse minority group representation, compared to an

enrollment of 35 Black students, 1 American-Indian student, and 1 white

student in 1971.
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STATISTICAL PROFILE: STUDENT ADMISSION AND ENROLLMENT
(continued)

IV. Health Career Interests of Enrolled Students

Medicine. . .

Dentistry. . .

Nursing . . .

Public Health.
Pharmacy . . .

Allied Health.
Undecided . .

Comments

:

Thirty students enrolled in health profession schools in the
fall of 1972, including the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, the
University of Pittsburgh, the University of Michigan, Meharry Medical College,
Howard University, and the University of Switzerland at Lauserne. Another
eight students have completed their undergraduate studies and begun preparing
applications to graduate professional schools under the direction and guidance
of the Summer Program. Three were applying for nursing programs. The remainder
returned to their colleges in pre-professional programs.

1971 J une 1972 August 1972
21 . . 35 . . . 30

4 . . 8 . 6

5 . . 10 . 9

4 . . 10 . 15

4 . . 4 . 2

. . 5 . 10

. . 5 . 5

V. Colleges Represented by Students Enrolled in 1972 Summer Program

In-State:

Barber-Scotia College
Bennett College
Davidson College
Duke University
Durham Business College
Johnson C. Smith University
Kittrell College
North Carolina A&T State University

North Carolina Central University
North Carolina State University
Pembroke State University
St. Augustine's College
Shaw University
Southeastern Community College
University of North Carolina
at Chapel Hill

University of North Carolina
at Greensboro

Out of state colleges included:

Hampton Institute
Benedict College
DePaul University
Howard University
St. Edward's University
Laredo Junior College

Tuft's University
University of Texas at Austin
University of Texas at Houston
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Summary of Donors to Student Stipend Trust Fund
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National Urban Coalition $ 15,000

Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation

United Negro College Fund

15,000

7,200

Southern Education Foundation

Subtotal:

5,000

$ 42,200

School of Medicine
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill

School of Dentistry
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill

School of Public Health
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill

School of Nursing
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill

School of Pharmacy
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill

9,600

6,100*

2,500

2,400

1,800

Subtotal: 22,400

TOTAL

:

$ 64,600

* Including grant of $3,500 from Z. Smith Reynolds Foundation
to School of Dentistry.
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Student Financial Aid Application

(This form must be completed by all students requesting student stipends and
accompanied by a Student Financial Questionnaire.)

1. Please indicate what amount you will need for the following expenses:

Item

Room

Board

Su8R'2Sted

$125

210

60

405

$800

Cost Amount Requested

$

Books & Supplies

Personal Expenses

Totals $

Please indicate your probable health career interest:

2. Do you plan to live on campus? off campus?

3. While attending the Summer Program, will you be

a full-time student? a part-time student?

4. If you are not applying for financial aid, please explain briefly:

NAME DATE
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Student Financial Questionnaire

(This form and a Student Financial Aid Application must be completed by all studentsrequesting student stipends. Its purpose is to show the full amount of stipend
support each student will need up to a maximum of $800 covering room, board books
and personal expenses.)

1- If you are a college student , have you been eligible to receive:

(a) an Educational Opportunity Grant? Yes No Amount received

^ ,, 1971-72
(b) a College Work Study job? Yes No Amount received

1971-72
(c) a National Defense Student Loan

(or a Federal Insured Loan) Yes No Amount received
1971-72

Have you received any other financial aid? Yes No Amount received
1971-72

Other than financial aid, what resources have you used to pay college expenses?
(Describe briefly)

Family Circumstances

Approximate annual income of your family $ Number of dependents

Are you living with your family when not in school? Yes No

Does your family cl»i» you as a dependent for Federal income tax purposes?
Yes No

Does your family provide any support (other than food and room when you are in
their home)? Yes No If so, approximately how much a year? _
Do you consider yourself totally independent and self-supporting? Yes No

3 - Additional information that would be helpful in determining your financial need:
(Example: married, providing support to your family, other details affecting
your family's financial circumstances). Use back of page if desired

4. To what extend are you dependent on your own resources for your education
next year? Explain briefly.

NAME DATE
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Master Curriculum Schedule
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Time Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

8:00 General*
Studies

General
Studies

General
Studies

General
Studies

General
Studies

9:00 Biostatistics Pathc

>

logy

f

Biostatistics Pathology Biostatistics

10:00 Biology Biology Biology

11:00

Orientation**
to

Health Careers

Microbiology

Math

Microbiology

Math

Math
Microbiology

Lab

Microbiology

Math

12:00 Chemistry Chemistry Chemistry

V

Chemistry

1:00 Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch

2:00 Biochemistry Biochemistry Biochemistry Denl

Orienl
:al

zation

*

Biochemistry

3:00 Faculty
Meeting

4:00

*General Studies did not meet in formal class sessions on a regular basis. Students
worked independently with self-instructional materials which required at least five

hours a week. In addition, students scheduled five hours a week at the Reading
Clinic at their own convenience.

**Orientation to Health Careers represents a series of seminars, with additional

seminars scheduled in free afternoon periods and evenings.

Clinical Schedule : Students arranged their clinical participation in coordination

with their individual academic programs. The master list of medical clinics and

conferences provides additional details.
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COURSE: GENERAL STUDIES

ENROLLMENT: All Summer Program students

RESOURCE Mr. Wallace Peppers, Instructor
PEOPLE: Mrs. Mary Campbell & Staff

Mr. James Lea, Consultant

Department of English, UNC
Reading Clinic, UNC
Office of Medical Studies, UNC

There is no fixed class schedule or number of hours per week for this class since
it consists almost entirely of materials through which students work at an indivi-
dual pace, with access as desired to the instructor for conferences to discuss
problem areas. Students meet infrequently in formal classroom groups and spend
an average of six hours per week using the learning materials. They also schedule
five hours per week at times of their own choosing at the UNC Reading Clinic.

This course was developed specifically for the Summer Program of the North Carolina
Health Manpower Program by Mr. James Lea, Instructor in the 1971 Summer Program
and Project Director in the UNC Office of Medical Studies, and was designed for

students at a variety of entry levels with interests in a variety of professional
fields. Students use self-instructional materials to build and strengthen basic
verbal and study skills needed in health sciences training. The self-instructional
learning series consist of 29 instructional and review units:

1. Health sciences terminology

2. Library research techniques in

the Health Sciences Library

3. Verbal and written organiza-
tion and expression

10 units + 5 review tests + final test

3 units + 2 review tests + project

3 units + 3 review tests + ^inal test

Printed work-book units incorporate references to audio-visual aids and other re-

sources such as tapes, slides, and the library. In addition to the self-instruc-

tional materials, students pursue a program of improvement in reading speed and

comprehension in the UNC Reading Clinic under the supervision of the Clinic staff.

At the conclusion of the learning series, the successful student is able to:

1. Recognize, understand, and use precisely a vocabulary of 185 medical words

and word-parts through an understanding of the system of medical terminology;

2. From an assigned, topic, develop a selective bibliography of information

sources available in the library and gather information in outline form

from those sources;

3. Write a multiple-paragraph paper which displays logical developmental con-

struction in sentence, paragraph and overall structure;

4. Exhibit an objectively and subjectively measurable improvement in reading

speed and content comprehension. Experience shows that Summer Program stu-

dents have increased their speed an average 25% based on median scores.

After final evaluation, each student's completed units are returned for future

reference.
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Course Description

COURSE: BIOCHEMISTRY

TEXTBOOK: Review of Physiological Chemistry , H.A. Harper

ENROLLMENT : 18

INSTRUCTOR: Carl N. Bean UNC School of Dentistry, 4th Year
M.S. in Chemistry, 1965

This class meets three times a week for one-hour lectures

.

This course is taught at the undergraduate level and is designed for
students with no background in biochemistry. Students should have a working
knowledge of inorganic and organic chemistry. Lectures concentrate on study of
the proteins, carbohydrates, and lipids in their physical and chemical
properties, characteristics, basic metabolism and synthesis; and study of

the enzymes and cofactors for these operations.

Lectures include:

Review of organic chemistry

Review of the cell, organelles, etc.

Amino acids; synthesis

Proteins; structure, synthesis, and metabolism

Carbohydrates; classification, syntesis, metabolism, Krebs Cycle

Lipids; classification, synthesis, metabolism

Nucleic Acids; biosynthesis, inhibitors of biosynthesis, met bolism

Vitamins, Enzymes, hormones

Biologic oxidation, digestion, circulation, respiration

One objective of the course is to build confidence in students who plan to

take biochemistry in the next school year. Students completing this course
should have sufficient background to undertake a biochemistry course in

medical or dental school.
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Course Description

COURSE: BIOSTATISTICS

TEXTBOOK: Statistics with Applications to the Biological
Sciences , Remington and Schork
How to Lie with Statistics , Huff

ENROLLMENT: 12

INSTRUCTORS

:

Dr.

Dr.

David Kleibaum
Roy Kuebler

School of Public Health
University of North Carolina

This class meets three days a week for one hour lectures. Students also
use the computer and calculating machines of the School of Public Health.

The course prepares students for a professional level basic biostatistics
course, following the lines of the fifteen week introductory Biostatistics 100
required of all students entering the School of Public Health at the
University of North Carolina. There are two main purposes: to prepare students
with prerequisite skills such as terminology, reading tables and graphs,
use of calculating machines, and control of mathematical computations;
to introduce and gain an understanding of the basic concepts and material
to be covered, in slightly less detail.

The course content includes

:

Definition of terms and the nature of statistical problems

Classification of data, scales of measurement, interpretation of

tables, graphical presentations

Frequency distributions

Use of the computer for data analysis, use of calculating machines

Introduction to descriptive statistics; populations and samples,
random sampling

Measures of central tendency; mean, median, mode, interpretation

Measures of variability; variance, standard deviation, range;

calculation from grouped and ungrouped data, interpretation

Normal distribution
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Course Description
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COURSE:

TEXTBOOK:

ENROLLMENT

:

INSTRUCTOR:

CHEMISTRY

Essentials of General , Organic , and Biochemistry
Routh-Eyman-Burton

23

Carl N. Bean UNC School of Dentistry, 4th Year
M.S. in Chemistry, 1965

This class meets four times a week for one hour lectures . There is

no laboratory.

This course is designed to provide basic background in general and
inorganic chemistry for the student preparing to enter an undergraduate
health science curriculum. Lectures cover the laws that govern chemical
reactions and symbolic devices representing the mechanisms of reactions.
Students spend substantial time working out problems.

Specific topics studied are:

Fundamental Concepts

Metric system; factor dimensional method

Formulas

Chemical bonding; compounds, nomenclature

Gas laws

Stoichiometry

Solutions; molarity, molality, normality; properties of solutions

Ionic equilibria; pH, pOH, pK; problems in equilibria

One objective of the course is to build confidence in students who plan
to take an inorganic or organic chemistry course in the next school year.
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Course Description

COURSE: DENTAL ORIENTATION

TEXTBOOK: None

ENROLLMENT

:

6

INSTRUCTORS

:

Owen A. Justice
James Kessaris
Donald Westbrook

UNC School of Dentistry, 2nd Year
UNC School of Dentistry, 4th Year
UNC School of Dentristry, 4th Year

Consultant: Dr. Clifton Crandell, Professor of Oral Diagnosis
School of Dentistry, University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill

This class meets once a week for a three hour period combining a seminar
and laboratory work. Students have access to all appropriate laboratory
and clinic facilities of the School of Dentistry.

The objective of the Dental Orientation course is to give students as much
direct experience as possible with theory, materials, and procedures faced
by first-year dental students. Laboratory activities receive more emphasis
than theory. The course is designed primarily for students with clearly
identified pre-dental plans but can include other students with a more
exploratory interest.

The course content includes:

Dental anatomy and physiology

Oral pathology

Construction of study models, carving wax patterns, cutting and

condensing preparations, alginate and rubber impressions

Dental radiology; full series of radiographs, panorex radiograph,

developing and mounting radiographs

Preventive dentistry theory; brushing techniques, techniques of

oral examination, knowledge of caries activity tests.

1972 Summer Program students also observed and assisted in the Student

Health Action Committee (SHAC) community clinics in Chapel Hill and Durham.

The clinics operate every Monday and Thursday evening from 7 P.M. to 11 P.M.
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Course Description
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COURSE:

TEXTBOOK

:

ENROLLMENT:

INSTRUCTOR:

GENERAL BIOLOGY

The Science of Biology , Weiss

12

John R. Forehand
UNC School of Medicine, 3rd Year

This class meets three times a week for one-hour lectures

.

This course is taught at the undergraduate level and is designed for
students with little or no background in cell biology or biochemistry.
Students should have a working knowledge of inorganic and organic chemistry.

The course content includes

:

Cell structure; organelles.

Membrane structure and function; diffusion, osmosis, active transport,
pinocytosis, phagocytosis.

Carbohydrate metabolism; glycolysis, krebs cycle, cytochrome system,
DNA structure and function, protein synthesis.

Mitosis .

Embryology; zygote, morula, blastula, gastrula; ectoderm,
mesoderm, endoderm.

Cardiovascular-respiratory, digestive, excretory, and endocrine
systems, evolution, development, structure, and functions.

Meiosis; compare and contrast with mitosis.

Genetics; dominance, recessive, co-dominance, alleles, mono-hybrid
cross, dihybrid cross, test-cross, blood groups, Rh factor, sex-linked traits

Attachment : Copy of test illustrating the kind of material students were
expected to control.
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Course Description

COURSE: MATHEMATICS

TEXTBOOK: Intermediate Algebra , Dubusch

Enrollment: 12

INSTRUCTOR: Randolph Anderson Instructor, North Carolina State University
M.S. in Mathematics, 1972

This class meets four times a week for one hour lectures.

The course corresponds to basic college algebra and is designed to provide
background for students entering undergraduate health science programs or

public health. The content includes rational number systems, polynomials,
equations, functions, and exponents, with cons id erable attention to the
practical applications and calculations facing a health science student,
particularly in nursing or public health.

Class periods and extensive assignments covered:

Development of the real number system; integers, rational numbers,
irrational numbers

.

Arithmetic of rational numbers; multiplication, addition, division

Rational algebraic expressions; simplification of rational algebraic
expressions, division and multiplication, addition and subtraction,
complex fractions

Factoring polynomials; difference of squares and sums of differences
of cubes; factoring trinomials, factoring by grouping

Word problems; work problems, mixture problems, dosage problems,
percentage

Equations of the first degree; rectangular coordinate system, slope
of a line, graph of a linear equation, solving systems of equations
(two equations and two unknowns, three equations and three unknowns)

Functions, graphs, inequalities; definition and examples of functions,

graphs of functions, line and quadratic inequalities

Higher degree equations; solution of equations by factoring, solution
by completing the square, the quadratic formula, equations involving
radicals

Exponents; positive and negative integral exponents, the principle N-th
root of a number, fractional exponents
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Course Description

COURSE: MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY

TEXTBOOK: Medical Microbiology , Lange, 1971

ENROLLMENT: 28

INSTRUCTOR: Claude N. Harrison
Chief Clinical Bacteriologist, Duke University
Faculty, North Carolina Central University

The class meets three times a week for one hour lectures, with a three
hour laboratory once a week in a fully equipped lab in the Basic Sciences
Building of the School of Medicine.

This course studies the general classification of bacteria, including
their morphology, reproduction, composition, and organization. Lectures
cover bacterial growth requirements, metabolism, and physiology. The
bacteria most frequently found in infectious diseases are considered in

detail, together with some bacteria less prevalent because of preventive
medicine. In both lecture and laboratory situations, the student is

presented with studies of infectious bacteria and antibiotic effects, with
specific attention to organism description, culture requirements,
identification, associated diseases, and therapy.

Students also have the advantage of meeting guest lecturers in various
fields of specialization. During the 1972 Summer Program, the following
guest lecturers spoke to the class:

Dr. Suydham Osterhaut
Duke University

Miss A. Proctor
Duke University

Dr. L. Gutman
Veterans' Hospital & Duke

Dr. T. Cate
Duke University

Dr. Peter Zwedik
Veterans' Hospital

"Antibiotic Theory"

"Mycology"
"Mycology - Systemic Disease"

Veneral Disease"

"Mycoplasm - PPLO"

"Tuberculosis"

Attachment : Final Test in 1972 Medical Microbiology course, illustrating the

kind of material students were expected to control.
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Course Description

COURSE: PATHOLOGY

TEXTBOOK: None required

ENROLLMENT : 49

INSTRUCTORS: Dr. H. Wallace Baird Department of Pathology
Dr. James Laningham University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill
Dr. Harold Taylor

This class meets twice a week for two hour periods, which include lectures,
audio-visual materials, demonstrations, and tours of specific areas of North
Carolina Memorial Hospital. There is no laboratory.

The course in pathology is a broad survey of the study of disease, encompassing
the characteristic appearance of abnormal processes in organs, changes in function
(physiology), bcdy chemistry, immunology, hematology, and the detection of micro-
organisms. Lectures concentrate on four areas:

1. General Pathology - an introduction to broad, basic mechanisms of

disease processes; cell injury and death, inflammation and repair,

hemostasis, thrombosis and embolism, ischemia and infarction; abnormal-
ities of cells, growth and neoplasia; allergy and immunology; metabolic,
degenerative, and genetic disorders.

2. Hematology - an investigation of the different aspects of the cellular
components of the blood; antigens and antibodies, blood groups, coagu-
lation, blood components; hematology, anemias, leukemias , and lymphomas.

3. Microbiology & Bacteriology - methods of study of micro-organisms and
their relevance to disease; gram positive and negative organisms;
tuberculosis, granulomatous inflammation; Mycology, parasitology, serology.

4. Clinical Chemistry - a broad study of the constituents of the serum and
plasma; water and electrolyte balance, acid-base balance, blood gas and

pH; enzymes, liver function, kidney function, urinalysis; carbohydrate,
protein and lipid metabolism.

The course does not attempt to cover systemic pathology, nor is it equivalent to

a beginning pathology course for first year health science students since many
Summer Program students do not have standard prerequisites such as anatomy and
physiology. Its primary intention is to introduce students to several different
areas of pathology, broad concepts, and basic terminology.

1972 Summer Program students toured the hematology lab, blood bank, and chemistry
lab, and visited the Autopsy Service frequently, both in class groups and individually,

Printed handouts drawing from several different basic pathology textbooks substi-
tute for a required text. Several books are recommended which students can use in

the Medical Sciences Library reference room.

Attached: Final Test in 1972 Pathology course, illustrating the kind of material
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Summary Description of Courses

BIOCHEMISTRY:

This course is taught at the undergraduate level and is designed primarily for
students with no background in biochemistry. Students should have a working
knowledge of inorganic and organic chemistry. Lectures include a review of
organic chemistry and cell structure; study of the proteins, carbohydrates, and
lipids in their physical and chemical properties, characteristics, basic metabolism
and sythesis; together with a study of the enzymes and cofactors for these
operations. There is no laboratory.

BIOSTATISTICS:

This course prepares students for a professional level basic biostatistics course.
There are two main focuses: 1) preparation in prerequisite skills such as
terminology, reading and interpretation of tables and graphs, use of calculating
machines, control of mathematical computations; 2) introduction to basic concepts
and material, including the nature of statistical problems, descriptive statistics,
sampling, measures of central tendency (mean, median, and mode), measures of varia-
bility, and normal distribution.

CHEMISTRY

:

This course provides basic background in general and organic chemistry for the
student preparing to enter an undergraduate health science curriculum. Lectures
cover the laws that govern chemical reactions and symbolic devices for the
mechanisms of reactions, including fundamental concepts, the factor dimensional
method, formulas, chemical bonding, stoichiometry, solutions, and ionic equilibria.
There is no laboratory.

DENTAL ORIENTATION:

The objective of this course is to provide as much direct experience as possible
with theory, materials, and procedures faced by first-year dental students, includ-
ing an introduction to dental anatomy and physiology, oral pathology, and preventive
dentistry; laboratory work in construction of study models, carving, impressions,
oral examination, and radiology.

GENERAL BIOLOGY:

This course is taught at the undergraduate level and is designed for students with
little or no background in cell biology or biochemistry. Students should have a
working knowledge of inorganic and organic chemistry. The content includes: cell
structure, membrane structure, carbohydrate metabolism, mitosis and meiosis,
embryology, various body systems and functions, and genetics. There is no laboratory.

GENERAL STUDIES:

This course is designed for students with interests in a variety of professional
fields to build and strengthen basic language and study skills needed in health
sciences training. Students work at an individual pace with self-instructional
learning materials concentrating on: 1) medical terminology; 2) research techniques
in a health sciences library; 3) verbal and written organization and expression.
Students also follow a program of improvement in reading speed and comprehension.
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Summary Description of Courses

MATHEMATICS

:

This course corresponds to basic college algebra and is designed to provide
background for students entering undergraduate health science programs or
public health. The content includes rational number systems, polynomials,
equations, functions, and exponents, with attention to the practical applications
and calculations facing a health science student.

MEDICAL MICROBIOLOGY:

This course studies the general classification of bacteria, including their
morphology, reproduction, composition, and organization. Lectures cover bacterial
growth requirements, metabolism, and physiology. In both lecture and laboratory
situations, the student is presented with studies of infectious bacteria and
antibiotic effects, with specific attention to organism description, culture
requirements, identification, associated diseases, and therapy. The course is

taught at the undergraduate level.

PATHOLOGY

:

This course provides a broad survey of the science and application of pathology,
as the study of disease, encompassing the characteristic appearance of abnormal
processes in organs, changes in function, body chemistry, immunology, hematology,
and the detection of microorganisms. Lectures concentrate on 1) General
Pathology and the basic mechanisms of disease processes; 2) Hematology, including
blood groups, coagulation, anemias, leukemias , and lymphomas; 3) Microbiology
and Bacteriology, including gram positive and negative organisms, tuberculosis,
mycology, parasitology, and serology; 4) Clinical Cehmistry, including water and
electrolyte balance, acid-base balance, enzymes, liver and kidney functions,

carbohydrate, protein, and lipid metabolisms. There is no laboratory.
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Weekly Schedule of Medical Clinics and Conferences

Monday

Dermatology Radiology
Autopsy Service

Cardiology Psychiatric Diagnostic
Clinic

Tuesday

Dermatology
Grand Rounds

Radiology
Autopsy Service

Infectious Disease Medicine

Wednesday

Dermatology Radiology
Autopsy Service

Hematology
Gastroenterology

Pediatric Hematology
Pediatric Neurology

Thursday

Dermatology
Grand Rounds

Radiology
Autopsy Service

Nephrology Continuing Care

Friday

Dermatology

Monday

SHAC, Chapel Hill
SHAC, Durham

Autopsy Service Cardiology Pulmonary Clinic

Community Clinics (7-11 p.m. )

Thursday

SHAC, Durham

Summer Program students generally attended clinics in the afternoons, from about
one o'clock until such time as they ended. Most clinics began in the morning,
but the students could not attend at that time because of conflicts with their
regularly scheduled academic classes. In fact, other clinics would have been open
to the students except that they took place in the mornings.

Not all students necessarily attended all clinics, of course. They signed up weekly
in groups of two to four students for the clinics and the specific days on which
they wished to participate. Quite a few students also investigated other services

in the hospital, such as the Emergency Room, and independently arranged to do

volunteer work in areas which interested them. Visits to other areas such as the

Dietary Department, hospital kitchen, and the Occupational Therapy Clinic, were

arranged on a less regular basis during the summer.
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CLINICAL EXPERIENCES IN NURSING AREAS

A minority group faculty member of the University of North Carolina School of
Nursing, together with a Summer Program counselor who was herself a UNC nursing
student, organized and supervised the clinical component for students interested
in nursing. Their goal was to provide a teaching situation closely parallel
to that of regular nursing students.

To accomplish this, they arranged for Nursing School faculty members to include
Summer Program students when they took their own nursing students into the
clinical units at N.C. Memorial Hospital. For all practical purposes, therefore,
the Summer Program students were able to receive clinical teaching identical
to that of a regular UNC nursing student.

More than six Nursing School faculty members cooperated in this project. The
visits to the clinical units were scheduled either two or three times a week,
depending on the individual faculty member and unit, and students stayed on the

units two to four hours each time. Summer Program students signed up for the
clinical units on a rotating basis, since the faculty preferred to have only
one or two additional students in their group at a time, in order to provide
adequate personal attention.

Students attended the following units at the hospital:

Neurology
Neurosurgery
Orthopaedics
Private Medicine
Private Surgery

In addition, there were a number of other activities arranged for the Summer Program

students. On several occasions they met for informal talks with the Nursing School

faculty member who was assisting the Summer Program. They also saw several films

depicting different areas of nursing.

Three of the older pre-nursing students observed the Abortion Clinic, an experi-

mental program at the hospital. They were present during the examination of abortion
patients by a Nurse Clinical Specialist from the School of Nursing faculty and

during the beginning of the abortion itself.

On other occasions, all interested students observed the Adult and Teenage

Obstetrics Clinics, including both teaching sessions and examinations.

Arrangements were also made for students to accompany a Family Nurse Practitioner
into the Orange-Chatham Comprehensive Health Services clinic at the hospital ,

giving them an opportunity to observe this approach to total family care, including

diagnosis, health planning and education, and referral as necessary.
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Descriptive Reports on UNC-Memorial Hospital Clinical Experiences
Submitted by Student Participants

GASTROENTEROLOGY CLINIC:

Paulette Rawley, Eugenia Brooks, and I attended the Gastroenterology Clinic
with Dr. Sessions and Dr. Sapp in charge. We each followed different cases
with several fourth-year medical students, including Stan Rule and Doug Tilt.

The first case I observed with Doug Tilt involved a new patient, a 28-year old
Black male, who complained of generalized lower abdominal pain which occured
only during the day. The patient had had such pain for six months prior and was
treated for heartburn (Rx Maalox) by his hometown doctor but was not relieved.
A complete physical was performed, including a rectal examination, a urinalysis,
and blood and stool examination. Blood was found in the stoos, and the eosinophil
count was elevated which led Dr. Filt to suspect parasitic infection. After
consultation with Dr. Sapp, chemotherapy was prescribed, and the patient was asked
to return in two weeks for further tests.

Dr. Tilt was very thorough in his examination and asked the patient several
questions in different ways to be certain that he could be sure of the symptoms,
since the patient was rather difficult to communicate with. Dr. Tilt was very
calm and reassuring to the patient but still very thorough.

I observed with Dr. Sessions the examination of a 60-year old white female who
complained of an abnormal lump in the mid=abdomen. Dr. Sessions suspected a

tumor because of her previous involvement with a malignant tumor in the breast
five years prior.

My experience at this clinic is unforgettable. In spite of their busy schedules,
Dr. Sapp and Dr. Sessions made the time to explain the examination procedure,
patient histories, and their symptoms' indications. They encouraged questions
and made me feel at ease with the patients. (Dr. Sessions once introduced me as

"Dr. Garcia" which I am sure set the patient as well as me at ease.) They were
very interested in the Health Science Program and suggested that we return weekly
in order to observe more.

The medical students at the clinic were also very patient and understanding with
us. Never did I feel that we were intruding. It was great working with them
and talking to them about the pros and cons of medical school. When I left this

clinic, I wanted more than ever to enter medical school. I saw how delicate, and
yet important, the doctor-patient relationship must be and how the doctors
communicate differently with each patient. The Gastroenterology Clinic was, all
in all, a valuable asset to the clinical aspect of the Summer Health Science
Program.

GENERAL COMMENT (from another student)

The clinics are helpful, but the students must want to take advantage of them.

They prove very helpful. Even though we sometimes don't understand the language,

we will eventually pick it up.
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1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH SCIENCES

Descriptive Reports on UNC-Memorial Hospital Clinical Experiences
Submitted by Student Participants

CONTINUING CARE CLINIC:

Continuing Care was a community clinic which treated primarily poor blacks.
Three students went at the same time, and Dr. Lawrence talked to us for a

while. Dr. Lawrence asked us to see a patient who attempted suicide and
one who fell off a ladder, at the emergency room. After that we went to

his clinic, and we were able to talk to the patients alone while he was
preparing to see them. The three would be in the room and we would ask questions.
I really liked it and learned a lot.

DERMATOLOGY CLINIC:

Dermatology clinic was held everyday for about three weeks. The day I attended
dermatology, Dr. Wheeler, the head physician, was not there. Instead two staff
doctors were there, Dr. Jones and Dr. Fairland, who were very helpful. Both
doctors and four medical students made sure that I "got around" the clinic.
At dermatology I saw all types of skin problems, such as lesions, skin fungi,
mole growths, rashes, and poison ivy, and "we" even detected a case of jaundice
or hepatitis. For me it proved quite interesting. As with my otherclinics

,

I was very pleased and believe I did quite a bit and learned quite a lot from
observing.

EMERGENCY ROOM:

The Volunteer Service Office in North Carolina Memorial Hospital offers a lot of

interesting jobs. One which is very beneficial to a medical student is emergency
room duty. It serves both as good practice in the field of medicine and as an

insight into the duties carried out by doctors and paramedical staff.

Some of the duties are to empty the dirty linen and trash and make beds. These
are small jobs; however, they are important. The good practical duties are

when one is called to assist a doctor with a patient. Fixing irrigation trays,

suture trays, and minor surgery trays teaches one the sanitary technique of

handling them, and one learns about the tools used and their purposes.

The staff working at the emergency room is always ready to answer any questions

and is very cooperative.

Working in the hospital serves as a useful experience and one can see whether or not

medicine is his favorite profession. I advise next year's students to go apply
for volunteer work; there are a lot of services available for those who have the

initiative and desire to further their knowledge of medicine. (E.U.)

INTERNAL MEDICINE

Internal medicine was another clinic where three students attended, but

Dr. Bryan's procedure was different. We each would go in with a different patient.

As in all the other clinics, Dr. Bryan explained quite fully and in detail. He

also let us examine and ask questions as freely as we wished. Two of the

patients I saw had lymph nodes which might be cancerous and therefore were given

inejections through the veins. Another problem was high blood pressure which

affected everyone's feet and really tired them out. I, like the rest, liked this

clinic which proved to be interesting and worthwhile.
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Clinic Head or Other Contact Summer Program Year

Cardiology

Continuing Care

Dermatology

Endocrinology

Gas troenterology

Hematology

Infectious Disease

Medicine

Nephrology

Neurology

Obstetrics & Gynecology

Pediatric Hematology

Pediatric Neurology

Psychiatric Diagnostic
Clinic

Pulmonary Clinic
& Gravely

Radiology, Neuroradiology
Pathoradiology
Pediatric Radiology

Dr. Daniel T. Young

Dr. Robert Lawrence

Dr. Clayton E. Wheeler

Dr. Robert Ney

Dr. John Sessions
Dr. Oscar L. Sapp

Dr. John C. Parker
Dr

.

James Bryan

Dr. Gerald W. Fernald

Dr

.

James Bryan

Dr. William B. Blythe

Dr. Thomas W. Farmer
Dr. Edward A. Weiss

Dr. Fred D. Summers
Dr. Allen W. Huffman
Dr. William E. Brenner

Dr. Campbell W. McMillan
Dr. James Smithwick

Dr. Lorcan A. O'Tuama

Dr

.

David S . Werman
Dr. Charles Smith

Dr. Thomas B. Barnett

Dr. James H. Scatliff

1971 & 1972

l
l>71 fc 10 ?.'

L972

1971

1971 & 19 72

1971

1972

1971 & 1972

19 72

1971

19 71

1971 & 1972

1972

1971 & 1972

1971 & 1972

19 72
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Please return to Room A 50,

School of Nursing, Carrington
Hall, on Tuesday, June 6, 1972

CONFIDENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE - SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH CAREERS

Please note : This questionnaire is confidential and intended only to help in a

continuing process of evaluating the Summer Program. Your comments have no relation
to assessing your work in the Summer Program.

NAME HOMETOWN

COLLEGE (if attending) & Year in college, Fall 1972:.

or Year of college completed, if any, degree, if any, present occupation, etc,

1. How did you become interested in a health career?

2. If you have chosen a particular health career, what influenced your decision:

3. What kind of community or setting would you like to work in?

4. What do you see as the advantages and disadvantages of working in the community
you came from?

5. How did you hear of this Program?

6. What do you expect to get out of the 10 weeks here (for example, are you trying to

get particular course work, for what purpose, health orientation and experiences,
aid in gaining admission to a professional school, etc.)?

CONTINUED



:
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NAME

CONFIDENTIAL QUESTIONNAIRE - SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH CAREERS

7. Which parts of the summer program do you expect to be most interesting and useful?

What aspects of the program now appear to you to be most boring, most unpleasant,
and least useful?

9. Give other comments, suggestions, criticisms of the program:

10. If you have been admitted to a professional school, give name, reasons for choice
and problems encountered in gaining admission.
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I *De;

I an<

Lsi

EVALUATION *
I *Designed by students

and completed in middle
)f summer.

In an attempt to make your summer orientation to health related careers
relative, it is necessary that we find out if the material that you are
receiving is getting through.

This, therefore, is an attempt toward a critical evaluation of the program
thus far.

1. Are you satisfied with the program? If not, what areas need improvement?

2. Are you taking the courses you wanted? If not, which courses should be
added to the curriculum?

3. Are your courses well planned? Which ones need to be revamped in order

to meet your needs?

4. Please comment on faculty availability and whether you are getting the
help you need in each course.

^Designed by students and
completed in middle of summer.

CONTINUED
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5. Please list the courses which are giving you trouble in understanding the
material.

6. Which of the courses insult your intelligence?

7. At this point which are the strong points of the program?

8. Which are the weak points of the rogram?

Note: It is not necessary to place your name on this evaluation!!
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1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

GENERAL EVALUATION BY STUDENT PARTICIPANTS J* completed at end
)f summer

1* coi

Please complete and return immediately. Your evaluation of the Summer Program
will have no relation to your grades or written reports. Don't hesitate to use
the back of these pages if you need additional space for your comments.

NAME:

1. Counselors' effectiveness:

a. available when needed yes no_

b. useful in solving proglems yes no

c. sympathetic, understanding yes no

2. Additional comments and suggestions on the role of counserlors in the Summer
Program:

3. To what extent did you take part in clinical experiences?

4. Comments on the value of particular clinical experiences and any suggestions for
changes in the clinical part of the Summer Program?

5. Which parts of the total program were most interesting and useful? Which
were least interesting and useful?

CONTINUED
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GENERAL EVALUATION BY STUDENT PARTICIPANTS

6. Have your future plans changes or become more definite during the summer?
If so, please comment.

7. What are your feelings about practicing a health profession in a disadvantaged
community?

>. Further comments, criticisms, suggestions for future programs,
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1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN THE HEALTH SCIENCES

COURSE EVALUATION:

Please complete this evaluation after you have finished your final exam and then
return it to your instructor with no name when you turn in the exam. (Fill in

name of course on above line.) Don't hesitate to use the reverse side of the page
for additional comments if you wish.

A. COURSE CONTENT

1 . Level of difficulty (check one )

:

Material appropriate
for my preparation

2. Usefulness (check one)

;

Content helpful, rele-
vant to my needs

Material too
difficult

Content some-

what useful

Material too
simple

Content not
very useful

B. INSTRUCTOR'S EFFECTIVENESS

1 . Presentation of material (check appropriate items )

Lecture clear, Well prepared
understandable

Presentation
confusing

Poorly prepared

Shows mastery of

sub j ect

Appears confused
about material

. . Relationship to students (check appropriate items )

Accessible to

students

Appears uninterested in
individual students

3. Further comments:

Sympathetic to

questions

Unsympathetic to

questions

Encouraged discus-
sion and student input_

Uninterested in

student input

C. Time you have spent on this course . Please estimate an average daily or weekly
time, including attendance at regularly scheduled classes.
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EVALUATION

To the Instructor:

2.

For reference, please attach to your set of evaluations a concise statement
of your overall course objective, preferably in terms of what you would
ultimately expect of a completely successful student in your course.

Note that for this evaluation of each student's performance in your course

there are two reporting forms: (a) 0-6 scale and (b) remarks space. Please
interpret the 0-6 scale in the following way:

population—students in this program

scale— none minimal average most all70/1/2/3/4/5/6 /

This scale relates to the bell curve:

For each evaluation criterion, mark the scale rating and then interpret that

rating in the Remarks space. Please remember that this rating should be an
evaluation of the student only in light of his work in the summer program.
(A general description of the student population of the summer program will
be compiled to accompany the evaluation of each student)

.

Please have this evaluation completed as soon as possible,
to the first evaluation meeting.

Bring it with you
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EVALUATION

1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH SCIENCES

Name

Course

Under each category please discuss this student in terms of strengths and weak-
nesses he has exhibited in your course.

Course content -

Attitude -

Motivation for achievement
Professional role

Progress since beginning of program -

Other remarks -
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EVALUATION

1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH SCIENCES

CONTENT

Preparatory Background:

Remarks -

Student_

Course

Instructor

none minimal average most all/Q/l/2/3/4/5/6
/

Grasp of Basic Concepts;

Remarks -

/Q/l/2/3/4/5/6
/

Assimilation of Specifics:

Remarks -

/Q/l/2/3/4/5/6
/

Completion of Work:

Remarks -

/Q/l/2/3/4/5/6
/

Interest Beyond Required Work: / 0/1/2/3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /

Remarks -

ATTITUDE

Motivation/Interest

:

Remarks -

Application/Professional
Attitude:

Remarks

:

Study Habits/Class
Attendance

Remarks

:

/ / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /

/ Q / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /

/ Q / 1 / 2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6 /
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1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH SCIENCES
University of North Carolina at Chape L HiLL

Summary Student Evaluation

NAME OF STUDENTi

UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE:

The above student participated in the ten-week 1972 Summer Program in Health
Sciences of the North Carolina Health Manpower Development Program. Detailed
descriptions are attached of the Summer Program and of each health science
course offered. The final evaluation of each student provides a report on
performance in intensive academic work and an assessment of potential for a

health career, on the basis of factors such as demonstrated motivation, level
of involvement, and realistic professional plans.

Faculty Evaluations !

General Studies: 's grasp of basic concepts was good. She worked
reasonably hard and was well motivated.

Biostatistics : She was rated as an excellent student by her instructor. Her
assimilation of specifics was good, and she was always in class and a very
industrious student. She scored 95 out of a 100 in her final exam and did
excellent work in this course.

Mathematics : ' s background was adequate for the course and she grasped
the concepts very well. Her assimilation of specifics was excellent. She was
described as working very hard to complete all assignments and she showed interest
beyond the required assignments. Over all, she was described as an excellent student.

Pathology : Performed within the class mean throughout the course. She was
motivated to maintain her position within the class but not to improve as the
class progressed. Her progress since the beginning of the program was judged
to be very pood.

Director's Comments:
had been interested in the medical career but she was not accepted by the

medical schools where she applied. Her plans are to attend a graduate school and
work towards a masters in public health. participated in the Summer Program
last year and is an excellent student whom we would highly recommend for further
studies in the health sciences.

For further information on . this student or on the Summer Program in Health Sciences
please contact:

Hector Farias, Jr., Ph.D.
Office of Medical Studies Tel: 919/ 966-3162
115 MacNider Hall
UNC School of Medicine
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 2751^





1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH SCIENCES
University of North CaroLina at Chapel Hill

Summary Student Evaluation

NAME OF STUDENTi

A-52

UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE:

The above student participated in the ten-week 1972 Summer Program in HeaLth
Sciences of the North CaroLina HeaLth Manpower Development Program. DetaiLed
descriptions are attached of the Summe r Program and of each heaLth science
course offered. The finaL evaluation of each student provides a report on
performance in intensive academic work and an assessment of potential for a

heaLth career, on the basis of factors such as demonstrated motivation, LeveL
of involvement, and realistic professional plans.

Faculty Evaluations !

General Studies i ' s grasp of the course content had been good. She needs
to develop more discipline, but she was a very good student.
Microbiology ! She learned the content well. She was a good student. She worked
hard in learning new concepts in laboratory skills. Her attitude was considered
to be that of a well motivated student who wanted to learn the health sciences.
She read beyond her required assignments. Her progress since the beginning of
the program showed that she continuously improved. The instructor remarked that
more course work in the health sciences and related sciences will be helpful to her..
Biology ! Her study habits were judged to be fair. She scored well on tests and
showed mastery of the subject matter in Biology, Under assimilation of specifics,
she also showed mastery. Her co mpletion of work was good and she missed only one
examination.
Pathology ! performed better during the first half of the course. The
second half was in more depth, and perhaps further studies within the field of
science will increase her competence. Her attitude was judged to be that of a

very well motivated student. Her performance during the last half was reduced.
The instructor felt that the material was somewhat difficult for her background.
Her progress since the beginning of the program was judged to be good.

Chemistry : She did very well throughout the course. Final class average was much
higher than the average of the class although she had less than the class average
in preparatory background. She was very regular in class attendance although she
seldom said anything during class. Her motivation for achievement was good and
she should not have any trouble in the future with any Chemistry that she takes.

Director's Comments ! was a well motivated student who did well during the
program even though she was taking a very heavy course load. Even though she will
only be a rising sophomore, she was taking twice as much health science courses
as most other students took. This may have been one reason why she did not do
better in all of her courses, but her interest in making this a worthwhile summer
was shown by her ability to work.

For further information on this student or on the Summer Program in Health Sciences,
please contact!

Hector Farias, Jr., Ph.D.
Office of Medical Studies Tel! 919/ 966-3L62
115 McNider Hall
UNC School of Medicine
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27514-
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1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH SCIENCES

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Summary Student Evaluation

NAME OF STUDENTi

UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE:

The above student participated in the ten-week 1972 Summer Program in Health
Sciences of the North Carolina Health Manpower Development Program. Detailed
descriptions are attached of the Summer Program and of each health science
course offered. The final evaluation of each student provides a report on
performance in intensive academicwork and an assessment of potential for a
health career, on the basis of factors such as demonstrated motivation, level
of involvement, and realistic professional plans.

Faculty Evaluations ;

GeneraL Studies : 's background was good aswas his grasp of basic contents
He assimilated specifics well and completed his work. He always showed interest
beyond his required work and his instructor felt he was well motivated and has a
good professional attitude. His class attendance was good.

Pathology : He performed within the upper 1/3 during the first half but experienced
some difficulty with the material in the second half ending slightly above the
class mean. He performed well during the first half but had difficulty with the
second half; part of this could have been due to his not having microbiology in
his college curriculum. The instructor, however, felt that his progress since the
beginning of the program had been good.

Chemistry : had had Chemistry before and his instructor felt he got bored
because his attendance became sporadic and he did not take the final examination
although his average up to that point was at least the average of the class and
maybe even slightly above that. His progress since the beginning of the program
was rated to be average with the class, although his instructor felt he could do
muoh better.

Director's Comments:
will be a sophomore at the University of Texas and he is interested in a

medical career. His participation in the clinics was outstanding. His work
beyond that required of the classroom was also very good. He participated on a

voluntary basis in the emergency room during the summer. His maturity and his
ability to work hard should lead him to do well in a career in the health sciences.
The Summer Program definitely recommends him for further studies in the health
sciences.

For further information on this student or on the Summer Program in Health Sciences,

please contact:
Hector Farias, Jr., Ph.D.
Office of Medical Studies Tel: 919/966-3162
115 MacNider Hall
UNC School of Medicine
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 2751^
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1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH SCIENCES

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

DESCRIPTION

In response to the urgent need to increase the numbers of minority group health
professionals and to provide an equal opportunity for the disadvantaged to enter
health profession training programs, the Summer Program in Health Sciences at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill offers college-level students a ten-
week exposure to intensive academic studies and diverse clinical experiences. The
Program is designed for students who may be highly qualified for a health career
but who may have some preliminary disadvantages because of previous educational
limitations or economic hardships. The purpose of the Summer Program is to assist
such students in competing for educational opportunities and in acquiring tools for
successfully completing their professional training.

Goals

:

with:
The immediate goals of the ten-week summer session are to provide each student

1. An Intensive academic experience in small group lectures and seminars.

2. An opportunity to strengthen his or her preparation in sciences related
to health careers.

3. A program of General Studies designed to strengthen language, study, and
communication skills essential to professional studies.

4. An exposure to realistic understandings of health careers, through actual
clinical experiences, visits to community clinics, field trips, and informal
meetings with a variety of guest speakers.

5. Pre«-professional counseling that might not otherwise be available concern-
ing academic preparation, educational planning, and application procedures.

6. Interaction with minority students already pursuing educational programs
in health fields.

Student Body :

The Summer Program doubled its enrollment of 37 students in 1971 to 77 students
in 1972. Students living in or attending college in North Carolina have received
primary but not exclusive consideration. In 1972, 75 percent of the students were
from North Carolina, and the remainder were from adjacent southern states, with
the exception of a dozen students from Texas. Participants represented over 30

different colleges, the majority of which have either substantial or predominantly

minority group enrollments. In terms of racial or ethnic distribution, there were

49 Black, 9 Appalachian White, 1 Greek, 1 Oriental, 5 American Indian, and 12

Mexican-American students attending the 1972 Summer Program.
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Both the 1971 and 1972 Summer Programs have accommodated students with a wide
range of educational preparation and considerable differences in health career
orientation. While most participants are in the process of focusing on specific
health careers, some students have a more exploratory interest. The Summer Program
serves three groups of students:

1. Students who have completed one or more academic years in a general
college program, with the intention of entering a baccalaureate degree
program in health fields such as nursing, pharmacy, and allied health
sciences;

ree
2. Students who have completed at least one and generally two or thre

years in a college-level program, with tentative or definite aspirations
toward post-graduate health programs such as medicine, dentistry, and
public health;

3. Students who have completed their undergraduate pre-professional education
and are ready to enter professional health schools.

At the end of the 1972 Summer Program, 19 students were immediately entering
graduate-level health schools at the University of North Carolina—Chapel Hill,
the University of Pittsburgh, the University of Michigan, Meharry Medical College
Howard University, and the University of Switzerland at Lauserne. Eleven were
entering baccalaureate degree programs such as nursing, 8 had completed their pre-
professional education and were initiating applications for admission to health
schools in September, 1973, and 22 were returning to the junior or senior year
of college with very specific health career aspirations. The remaining 17 students
were, for the most part, younger with less defined plans.

Faculty and Staff :

The faculty of the Summer Program has provided both sensitivity to minority
group students and a substantial level of experience with the academic demands
and expectations of professional schools. Seven members of the 1972 Summer Program
faculty were drawn from the regular health sciences staff of the University of North
Carolina, Duke University, and North Carolina Central University. A Ph. D. candidate
and instructor from North Carolina State University taught mathematics. A third-
year medical student and a fourth-year dental student, both with graduate work in
the sciences and substantial pervious teaching experience, taught three other courses.
Three upper-level dental students designed the Dental Orientation course under the
guidance of a University of North Carolina Dental School faculty member.

The Director of the Summer Program is an Assistant Professor of Family Medicine
and member of the Office of Medical Studies at the University of North Carolina,
with extensive background in working with minority students and in educational
innovation. All four tutor-counselors living with the students were themselves
minority group students in nursing and medical school programs.

Academic Component :

A serious and demanding academic program is the foundation of each student's
experience in the summer program. Although the courses have not been part of the
regular University of North Carolina Summer Session, more than half are designed
to closely parallel the content and expectations of similar courses in a regular
college and pre-professional structure. At the same time, because the lecture
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and seminar groups are small, the faculty have had flexibility in seeking to meet
individualized needs.

All 1972 courses met three or four hours a week and students reported that
they averaged from eight to twelve hours of study a week for each class. Micro-
biology also had a three-hour lab.

All students participated in a required program of General Studies. Most
students then selected two science courses appropriate to their educational
preparation and professional goals. The faculty and staff considered a three-
course combination adequately demanding, particularly in the context of additional
time required for participation in the clinical and career seminar component of
the Program. However, a significant number of students chose to audit additional
science courses which interested them, and approximately a fourth of the students
took on the challenge of three or four science courses.

The nine courses offered were grouped as follows:

1. General Studies

This course was designed to build and strengthen language, study,
and communication skills essential to professional studies. Students
worked through 29 instructional and review units of self-instructional
materials concentrating on medical terminology, use of a medical
library, and written expression. As an integral part of the course,
each student also spent five hours a week using the University of North
Carolina reading Clinic for improvement in reading speed and comprehension.

2. Background Courses : Mathematics , Biology , Chemistry

These courses were intended to provide basic college-level
backgrounds for students who needed additional tools in these areas.

3. Pre-prof essional Courses : Biochemistry , Medical Micro-biology

These courses were taught on the undergraduate level and attempted
to cover material comparable to equivalent college credit courses.

4. Introductory professional courses : Pathology , Biostatistics , Dental
Orientation

These courses introduced students to materials which would be
encountered in professional school.

Clinical and Career Orientation Component :

A clinical and career orientation component complements the academic portion
of the Summer Program. This component reflects a firm conviction in the equally
essential role of the Summer Program in providing:

1. Realistic understandings of health careers through first-hand experiences
in clinical settings and personal meetings with health professionals,

2. Extended perceptions of the infinite variety of areas of specialization,

both inside and outside of the most familiar fields such as nursing and

medicine,
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3. Solid motivation not just toward health careers but also toward service
in urban and rural communities with critical needs for adequate health
care,

4. Experiences conducive to a self-sustaining involvement which will give
greater significance to the strenuous academic preparation facing any
student in a health science training program.

To provide career information, the 1972 program developed a regular Health
Orientation Seminar, scheduled every Monday for all students, with guest speakers
representing medicine, nursing, pharmacy, dentistry, physical therapy, and the
allied health sciences. Several of these sessions involved a student panel or
team of faculty and staff members. Because of the time limitations of the regular
weekly seminar, an avarage of two or three other specially scheduled meetings took
place each week, with representatives from public health, professional school
admissions committees, comprehensive community health programs, community action
groups, other minority student groups and special programs, and from the National
Bureau of Health Manpower Division of Minority Affairs.

In the clinical component, the Summer Program has been able to take advantage
of its location in the University of North Carolina Schools of Health—North Carolina
Memorial Hospital complex. In small groups of one to five, students sign up to
observe and, where appropriate, participate in daily or weekly hospital clinics
with regular nursing and medical students. The attached sheets indicate the diver-
sity and number of clinical experiences available to Summer Program participants.
Quite a few 1972 students also arranged for volunteer work in areas of the hospital
which interested them. Outside of the hospital, groups of students went every
Monday and Thursday throughout the summer to the SHAC Clinics in Chapel Hill and
Durham (community clinics organized and operated by medical and dental students)

.

Since clinic attendance was an individual choice, not all students partici-
pated equally, particularly those who were married and held part-time jobs. Some
students probably averaged two clinics and seminars a week. Others, however, spent
most afternoons in the hospital and occasionally returned in the evenings or weekends.

Student Evaluations :

The Summer Program attempts to combine objective criteria with personal
observations in its evaluation and recommendation of each student.

Although the focus is not on achieving letter grades, students do face regular
tests in each course, and the faculty maintains consistent academic expectations.
As the course descriptions indicate, each instructor establishes clear instructional
goals in the outline of material to be covered. Students are then assessed in their
basic comprehension, ability to assimilate more complex details, completion of
assignments, active participation in the class, and interest in going beyond the
required materials.

At the same time, the faculty and staff intend to encourage the best performance
of which each student is capable through flexible teaching approaches, individual
instruction, and counseling. In personal comments, a student's progress is measured
against himself, against his background and abilities. Both the academic and clinical
components provide opportunities to observe a student's level of motivation for a

health career, seriousness of purpose, professional attitude, and general maturity

—

qualities which the Summer Program feels are extremely important in predicting
success in competitive health profession training programs.





Financial Resources and Facilities ;

The Summer Program in Health Sciences represents a consortium of North
Carolina colleges and community health agencies. Its operational funding in

1971 and 1972 has come from the National Urban Coalition, through the
North Carolina Health Manpower Development Program. A nearly equal amount of

support for student stipends was granted in 1972 by the Z. Smith Reynolds
Foundation, the Southern Education Foundation, the United Negro College Fund,
and the Schools of Medicine, Nursing, Dentistry, Public Health, and Pharmacy
at the University of North Carolina.

Approximately three-fourths of the students attending the 1972 Summer Program
demonstrated total financial need. These students received a stipend of $800
covering room, board, books and supplies, travel, health and insurance fees, and
personal expenses. Other students with substantial but not total financial need
received stipends ranging from $400 to $700.

The consortium chose to locate the Summer Program at the University of
North Carolina to take advantage of its six health schools and its medical com-
plex. Approximately sixty students lived with counselors in a University dormi-
tory while the remainder (primarily married students) made their own arrangements
off-campus. The Program had full use of the lecture, audio-visual, and laboratory
facilities of the Basic Sciences Building of the School of Medicine for all classes
except Dental Orientation (held in the School of Dentistry) and Biostatistics
(held in the School of Public Health).

Attached: List of General Clinics
List of Clinics for Nursing Students





1972 SUMMER PROGRAM IN HEALTH SCIENCES

EDUCATIONAL PLANS - FALL 1972

Accepted in (give name of professional school )

:

School of Dentistry

School of Medicine

School of Pharmarcy

School of Public Health
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School of Nursing or other
nursing program
(give type of nursing degree and year to be received:

Returning to undergraduate college program :

Name of college: Year degree expected:

Expected major: Minor (if any)

Financial Aid for 1972-73 :

I have received financial aid for attending the school indicated in

I. or #11. above: YES NO

If yes, please indicate the exact amount and kinds of aid received
from your institution, including the name of the source such as
Educational Opportunity Grant, National Medical Fellowship, National
Defense Student Loan, Nursing Student Loan, etc.:

Gift: Loan: Work:

$ $

Outside resources and amount from each (such as family, Social Security,
Veterans Benefits, etc.):

Will this financial aid be enough to meet the total costs of the
institution you plan to attend, even though you are not working this
summer towards next year's educational expenses? If not, how much
aid do you still need?
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Name:

If you have not yet received financial aid, what is your situation (don't
need aid, waiting to hear, need to apply, etc.)? Be as specific as possible.

IV. If your educational plans for fall 1972 are not definite, use the reverse side
of this page to summarize your current situation as specifically as possible, with
particular reference to steps you want to take while attending the Summer Program
in Health Sciences (such as schools you applied to unsuccessfully, schools you are
waiting to hear from, etc)

.
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